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INTRODUCTION 
The beginnings of the missionary activity of the Presbyterian 
Church dat e back to the colonial days of the eighteenth century.
1 In 
point of American historical chronology, the missionary work of the 
Presbyterians among the Indians in what is now Kansas, southwestern 
[iseouri and east central Oklahoma was inaugurated in the saree decade 
that witnessed the Wa:r of 1812.
2 As a matter of fact, two members of 
the original group of missionaries which went into the Missour i terri-
3 
tory, served in the American a:rmy in that war. 
The ea:rliest missionary work of the resbyterian Church was under 
the administration of the "Board of 1,;orrespondents", a New York branch 
of the "Society for Propagating Christian Knowledge. 
114 The latter was 
organized in Scotland, 1709, while the t•Boa:rd of Correspondents" was 
set up in 1741. In 1818, however, this boa:rd was supplanted by the United 
Foreign Missionary Society, often referred to as simply the "U. F. M. " . 
This latter was not strictly a Presbyterian board of administration as 
it was an organization supported by the Dutch Reformed and Associate Re-
formed Churches as well as by the Presbyterians. ln 1826 the "Society" 
as absorbed by the American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions 
1. See note 27 , Chapter II . 
2. Infra , p. 16. 
3. Hill, John B. History of the Presbytery of Kansas City , P• l48Cand 
212. Reference will be made to these two later; ~athaniel Brown Dodge, 
William c. Requa. 
4. Bliss;E.M. Encyclopedia of Missions , Vol . 11, p. 243-244. The 
material for this paragraph comes from this source. 
which, as its predecessor, was supported by the Dutch Reformed, Associate 
Reformed Churches and_ the Presbyterian Church. Meanwhile , the Synod of 
Pittsburg (Pennsylvania) formed the "W• F. M. S. 11 , Western Foreign Mission-
ary Society, in 1831. The "A. B. c. F. M • .,, as the .American Board of 
Commissioners for Foreign Missions was popularly styled, represented the 
Presbyterian Church in the foreign field until it and the Western Foreign 
M ssionary Society were replac·ed by the organization, adhering to denom-
inational lines, known as the Presbyterian Board of Foreign Missions 
(1837). However, in the following year the Presbyterians split into 
the Old and New Schools of c~urches occurred and the A. B. c. F. M. then 
continued to represent the New School until the reconciliation and re-
union of the two in 1870. 
Although we are not concerned with either of them here, it is 
worthwhile mentioning the fact that some of the early laborers were sent 
out bl the ?r'esbyterian Board of Home Missions, organized in 1816, and 
by the .American Home Missionary Society which, supported by the same 
church affiliation which financed the United Foreign Missionary Society 
and the A. B. c. F. M., was organized in 1826 . 5 In 1893, after a 
reorganization, the Board of Home Mi ssions took up the work among the 
Indians in this country, in Alaska and in Mexico . A little over ten 
years ago the Presbyterian Church completed a new organization, the 
Board of National Missions, which more clearly in itself defines the 
limits of the field it supervize1J. This organization supplanted the 
5. Ibid, p. 244. 
old Board of Home Missions and now handles the Indian Work as the Board 
or National Missions. 6 Such is a brief sketch of the changing author-
ity which directed the effort of the missions among the Indians with 
which we are concerned. This paper is not concerned with the later 
period of the "Home Mission" and "National Missi~n" Indian Work, but 
it is interesting to note th.at even today in Kansas the National Mis-
sions Council of the Synod of Kansas has a Sunday School project among 
the Indians. 7 
6. Thompson, Charles Lemuel, D.D., LL.D. The Soul of America, the 
contribution or Presbyterian Home Missions, p 79. 
7. "Grandview Indian Mission is located five miles northwest of 
White Cloud, and nineteen miles northeast or Hiawatha. The work 
is carried on in the school house adjoining the location of our 
former Presbyterian Church which burned about fifteen years ago. 
The Sunday School was reorganized in January, 1933, and in the 
epring Rev. A. M. Reitzel , D.D., of Hiawatha, began preaching ser-
vices and giving the field pastoral oversight. About one-third of 
the population on the resevvation is Indian and the rest are whites. 
James Whitecloud, aged 97,\ is chief on the reservation, and greatly 
interested in the religious work being done .• . The attendance at 
Sunday School and church services average one hundred. Special 
meetings were held by Dr. Reitzel result ing in fifty-seven confes-
aions. There were twenty-eight baptisms on Easter Sunday, and 
sixteen at other times. Twenty-seven people of the community re-
affirmed their Clu,l(ltiand'aith, ma.king a total of 84 confessing 
Christia.xis now on the reservation. The elders of the Hiawatha 
church have assisted their pasto~ in oomn:union and other services 
held on the reservation. Highland Presbytery at its spring meeting 
appointed a committee, Rev. A. ll. Reitzel, Rev. c. K. Davis of At-
ohiaon, and Rev. R.R. Irvin of Highland, to make plans for organ-
izing the work into a church of some permanent affiliated relation-
ship to assure its being continued along the lines of the present 
spititual accomplishment." 
-------from the Kansas Presbyterian News, June, 1934. 
It was my original intention to confine,, this research to a consid-
eration of the Indian missions established by the Presbyterian Church in 
that part of the Indian Territory which ha.a now become the State of Kan-
sas. There were five such mission stations set up within the present 
confines of this state. The first two were established in 1824 and 1829, 
respeotively , among the Osage Indians in present /Neosho county, Kansas.
8 
In 1834 a third was established in what is now Miami county to adminis-
ter to thv Wea and Piankeshaw lndians. 9 Three years later the newly or-
ganised Board of Foreign Missions of the Presbyterian Church chose the 
Iowa and Sao and Fox Indians as fit subjects for a mission station, 
which they organized in present Doniphan county.
10 The last station 
whioh waa established did not come until late in .the territorial period 
of the history of this state, 1856, when an organization was developed 
near the Iowa station, in what has become Brown county, amo~g the Kicka-
poo Indians.11 The history of the first two missions (the Neosho Mission, 
1824, and the Boudinot Mission, 1829) is so closely interwoven with that 
of the Harmony Mission in .Bates county, Missouri, and with the Union 
station set up in Oklahoma on the Grand (Neosho) river, about twenty-
r1ve miles above its junction with the Arkansas
12 that a consideration 
e. See Chapter II. 
9. See Chapter Ill. 
10. See Chapter v. 
11. See Chapter IV. 
12. It seems to be agreed that the station was located twenty-five miles 
above the junction or the Grand (Neosho) and the Arkansas on the west 
bank of the Grand river. Such a location would place the station in 
what is now Mayes county, Oklahoma, very near the southern border 
where it touches Wagoner county, in whioh latter the junction of the 
Grand and Arkansas is situated. (Missionary Herald, ~;DI, p 4.) 
-
of those in Kansas must necessarily include something of the story 
concerning the latter. Thus the scope of my research includes the 
Union and Harmony Missions, the Neosho and Boudinot Missions, the 
Wea Mission, the Kickapoo Mission, and last, though not so in chrono-
logical order, the Iowa, Sac and Fox Mission. 
I 
THE INDIANS 
THE INDIANS 
The American government has always been seriously concerned with 
the Indian question in this country. However, that interest has sel-
dom been philanthropic or missionary - rather it has all too , otten 
been mercenary. Frequently me~sures for moving the Indians westward 
to protected treaty reservations have come only as a result of pres-
sure upon Congress from some individuals or groups interested in ad-
vancing their own enterprise. Especially is it true that fol~owing 
the Louisiana Purchase the queation of removing the Indians to reserva-
tions west of the Mississippi river received considerable attention in 
the arena of national affairs. However, it cannot be said that only 
the mercenary int·erests or the American people have been responsible 
/ 
for the increasing desire during the last cen nry to segregate the Indi-
ans. .The Rev. lsaa,o McCoy1 felt that isolation of the lndians was the 
only way in which the red man could be preserved, both morally and phy-
sically, from the demoralizing influence of contact with the whites. 
Rev. McCoy was very active in Washington circles during the first part 
of the last century and interested man_y in his schemes for Indian re-
mosal. In 1824 the Rev. McCoy presented one suohplan to John c. Calhoon, 
then Secretary of War in Monroe's cabinet, who became a staunch friend 
2 
of such a measure. 
In the late summer of 1828 Rev. McCoy was able to undertake an ex-
1. The Rev. Isaac McCoy was a prominent Methodist missionary active in 
the whole of the Indian Territory. 
2. The above material comes from an article (thesis) by Anna Heloise 
Abel in the Kansas Hi.storical Collections, VIII, 73-75. 
ploring trip for he was one of the duly appointed commissioners provided 
for under an appropriation from Congress for such a task in 1828. This 
trip contemplated the exploration of present Kansas, and took six months 
to oomplete. 3 
Partly as a result of Rev McCoy's recommendations to the War Depart-
ent after this and one further trip into the same country in 1829, the 
government adopted a definite policy of removal in the Jackson adminis-
tr tion, during which the Bureau of I.ndian Affairs was created (1832).
4 
Congress, in 1830, legalized the removal and prepared for the organiza-
ion or an Indian country west of the Mississippi river. 5 ~-
.. 
Until the Kaw and Osage Treaty, 1825, drafted by Governor William 
Clark of Missouri,6 the Kansas Indians (lfaw) claimed an ill-defined 
hunting-ground north of the Kansas river. As they were the only tribe 
within the territorial limits of the present boundaries of the State of 
Kansas the state took its name from them. ~he claims of the Osage Indi-
ana, who were blood relations of the Kansas Indians, were south of the 
ansas river and extended into the territory or the State of Misscu.ri. 
ln reviewing something of the history of the Indians with whom Presby-
terian missionaries were concerned first consideration seems to go to 
heee Oaagee for they became owners of a great part of the state. The 
hegiha group of the Siouan Indians, of which they were a tribal member, 
3. Ibid. The Rev. McCoy made a short stop enroute to Kansas at the 
Harmony ission where he procured the services Jf a half-breed Osage 
lndian as his guide into Kanaas. 
Ibid. 
5. u. s. Statutes at arge, Vol.4., pp 411-412 
6. ~overnor William Clark was the William Clark of the famous Lewis 
and Clark Expedition. 
ha more to do with Kansas than did the tribes of any other group or 
1T1a1on ot the Sioua.n Indians.7 Furthermore, the bulk of the mission-
y work was in the Union, Harmony, Neosho and Boudinot Missions all 
ot whioh were established among Osage Indian habitats. 
The Rev. J. Owen Dorsey, a prominent ethnologist of the last cen-
tury, definitely located the ancestors of the Osage Indians in the 
Piedmont regions ot Virginia and the Carolinas. At that time the Oma-
haa, Ponkas (Poncas), Osages, Kansas, and Kwapas (Quapas} were one 
tion and as such gradually worked their way toward the Ohio river 
which they eventually descended. While their home was near the Ohio 
riYer they were known to the Illinois tribes as Arkansas or Al.ka.nsa. 
hen the mouth of the Ohio river was reached a division occurred in the 
nke or the great nation and a part of the group travelled downstream 
long the Mississippi while the Omaha group, including the Osages, as-
c nd d the river as far as St. Louis where they remained for a time . 
fter due time the Indians ascended he Missouri river as far as the 
junction or the Osage and Missouri rivers. Here occurred another split 
in the tribes; one half leaving the Osage and Kansas lndians about the 
mouth of the Osage river. It is not definitely known it the division 
of the two latter tribes had occurred or even begun at that time, but 
o rtainly the development into separate tribes was not long in coming. 
At any rate the Kansas finally continued the ascent of the Missouri 
r1•er while the Osages slowly went up the Osage river moving their town 
with them.a 
7. Article by llilliam E. Connelley(in) Kansas Historical Collections, 
Vol. XIV, P• 445. 
8. lbid, P• 446. 
So early as the first quarter of the eighteenth century the Osages 
were contacted by white men in this dlstrict in a more or less permanent 
fashion. The trench traders established trade relations with all the 
groups of Indians located in central Missouri from their trading post 
which was located on an island near present Malta Bend, Saline county, 
Missouri. The ~rench traders made every effort to preserve peaceful 
relations between the various tribes in order to further the interests 
or their trade. A treaty signed with the Osages by the government on 
~ovember 10, 1808, provided that the government establish, for the pro-
tection of the Osage Indians, a fort in their territory. Accordingl y, 
Fort Osage, later known as ~ort Clark, where Sibley, Missouri, now is, 
was established in that year.
9 
The migration consumed some time, but the westward movement of the 
Osages into Kansas begun about 1815. At that time they had moved along 
the Osage as far as its confluence with the Marias des Cygne between 
Vernon and bates counties, issouri. Te new homes which the Osages 
set up were on the Neosho river. In 1815 the Osage village known as 
White Hair's town was built.
10 White hair's villa e was in a great re-
9. Ibid. 
10. Ibid, p.447. 
Many writers. including the missionaries, have mentioned White Hair's 
village. There seems to be considerable difference as t o its location. 
In the article just refer red to, Mr. Connelley says that after a grea~ 
deal of painstaking research he has accepted the government survey ot 
Kansas as the authority. That survey places the village in Section 16, 
Township 28, Range 19, Neosho county, Ka. The map on page shows 
that location. ! his location is further borne out in the terms of the 
treaty ot 1825 with the usage and Kaw which defined the Osage reserva-
tion thus, "Beginning at a point due east of White Hair's village and 
twanty-flve miles west of the western boundary line of the State or 
Missouri, fronting on a north and south line so as to leave ten miles 
north and forty miles south of the point of said beginning, and extend-
ing west with a width of fifty miles to the western boundary of the 
(footnote continued on next page) 
speot the center of muoh of the interest of these Osages. It was their 
big town in the Kansas reservation.
11 
The whole reservation was fifty miles wide, from north to south, 
and extended south to the present southern line of the State of Kansas, 
and, stretching west from the west line of present Cherokee and Crawford 
counties, extended 260 miles west, oontAining in all . about 9,320,000 
12 acres. All of this great reservation was disposed of on September 29, 
1865, at Canville Trading Post13 under the terms of a treaty made with 
the Osages by the government. The Osages then #left Kansas in 1870 to 
settle on land bought from the Cherokee Indians, east and north of the 
Arkansas river. 
{footnote 10 continued} 
lands hereby ceded ii.nd relinquished. n By cheeking these instruc-
t ions on the map, frontespiece, it is evident that 8hite Hair's 
village must have been in Neosho county in the location given by the 
government survey for it is forty miles from that point to the south-
ern line of the State. The Osage reservation or this treaty was en-
tirely within the present confines of this state. 
11. )tor. the location of the boundaries of this reservation see above 
footnote. 
12. Kansas Historical Collections, Vol V, p.69. 
13. Mr. T. F. Morrison of Chanute, Kansas, is a member of the Kansas 
Historical Society and an authority on the history of Neosho county, 
Kansas. Mr. Morrison is preparing an article on the Pixley Mission 
(see chapter I) for the Historical Society. I bad the pleasure 
or interviewing Mr. Morrison in May, 1934, and have quoted him in 
several instances in this paper. Mr. Morrison locates the Canville 
Trading Post, established in 1844, on the site or prevent Shaw, 
Neosho county, Kansas. 
The population of this moat important of the western division or the 
southern Siouan tribes, was nearly 2,000 in 1906, according to the Indian 
14 
Office Oensua or that year, haTing been estimated at a,ooo in 1825 by 
the Missionary Herald in the volume for that year. This difference, how-
ever, does not actually represent a decrease in number as great as 6,000 
for many had left the government reservations before 1906. 
Although not so many missions were established among them nor so 
~any missionaries sent out to the Iowa, Sac and Fox station near present 
Highland, Doniphan county, Kansas, as were despatched to the Osages, the 
missionary endeavor at that place was the most extensive from point of 
time, a miaaion being maintained there for some thirty years. Mr. Con-
nelley, to whoae article I have made frequent teference furnishes the 
following information about the Sacs and Foxes of Missouri, and the Iowas.
15 
The Iowas are of the Siouan family, as were the Osages, though the 
Iowa belJng to the Chiwere division while the latter were members of the 
Dhegiba group of Siouans. The Sacs an Foxes, with whom the Iowa were 
confederated at the time of their advent into Kansas, were of the Algon-
quin nation. That confederation which was consummated in 1830 included 
also the Omahas, Missouris, Otoes, and Sioux. The Iowas are possibly an 
offshoot of the Winnebagoes, having lived in Missouri, Minnesota, Iowa, 
and, some of them, in lfebraska. Their name signifies "The Sleepy Ones." 
14. "Handbook of American Indians", Bureau of Ethnology, Buletin XXX, 
part 2, p.157. 
' 15. The Sac• and Foxes or Mississippi had a reservation in Kansas, but 
the Presbyterian Church did not include them in their missionary 
work. 
The Indian name Sac (Sauk) means "Yellow Earth 
People". Their pre-
historic home was about the south shore of the 
Great Lakes, probably in 
present Michigan. The Foxes were the "Red Eart
h People" coming from the 
Red river area in Wisconsin and on Lake Winneba
go. 
By 1836 the confederacy referred to above had dwin
dled to include 
only the Iowa, Sacs and Foxes. On September 17
, 1836, the confederation 
were given in treaty a reservation extending in
to Nebraska and north ot 
that of the Kickapoo. For various and sundry r
easons, the confederation 
broke up completely in the "fifties" and the Io
wa, Sacs, and Foxes each 
made separate agreements with the government. 
t he Iowa reservation was 
reduced consider~bly in 1854 to a small area aro
und the mouth of the 
Great Bemeha river. Most of the Sacs went into
 Oklahoma in 1867 follow-
ing by about ten years, an exodus of the Foxe• 
into Iowa. 
Some estimates of the population of' the Iowa at
 various times are 
available in the ·"Handbook of' .American Indiana"
16 • Lewis and Clark esti-
mated their size as over a thousand n 1760; in
 1804 they dropped their 
f'igiire to 800 with the explanation that in 1803
 a plague of' smallpox had 
carried oft 100 men, besides a larger number of w
omen and children. 
1'wenty•f.ive years later the Secretary of War ga
ve their number as again 
1,000. Catlin estimates their population in 18
32 at 1,400 but drops the 
figure to 990 in 1836, which was the year befor
e they cam.e to Kansas . In 
1843 the Indian Affairs Report gives their numb
er as 470. At the Pota-
watomi reservation and Great Nemaha agency in K
ansas were a combined to-
tal of 143 in 1884, 138 in 1885, 143 in 1886, a
nd 225 in 1906. At the 
16. "Handbook ot .Amerios.n Indians", Bureau of E
thnology, Buletin XXX,p613 
later date (our purpose is concluded before then, of course) they were 
under the juriadiotion ot the Kickapoo school. Some of them had migrated
 
to Oklahoma previously, however, there being nearly ninety there each 
year during the twenty year period from 1885 to 1905. 
The two remaining fields of missionary labor among the Indians in 
Kansas were with the Wea and Piankeehaws, and with the Kickapoo Indian
a, 
neither of which was an extensive undertaking. The Wea and Piankeshaw
 
Mission had a short life, from 1833 to 1836, as did the Kickapoo Missio
n, 
1856 to 1860. The "Handbook of American Indians"
17 ofters the informa• 
J.--. 
tion that both the Wea and the Piankeshaw Indians were originally each
 
a sub-tribe of the Miamis but became a separate people by the time with
 
which we are concerned. In 1832 the Wea and Piankeshaw sold all their
 
claims in the East and agreed to migrate west of the State of Missouri 
i~to their new home as one tribe. The location of the reservation o u-
p1ed by this group was in the northern part of present Miami county. Th
e 
consolidated Wea and Piankeshaw tribes united with a remnant of the Ill
• 
inols Indians, known as Peoria and Kaskaskia, in 1854, and together oc-
cupied a reservation. Thirteen years later they joined the general ex
-
odus ot Indians from Kansas, going to Oklahoma as a confederation ot tour
 
tribes using the name Peoria. The Pia.nkeshaw probably aever numbered 
over 1,000; in 1825 the estimate is a little less than 250. In 1906 th
e 
tour groups known as Peoria numbered only 200, probably none of whom we
re 
18 
ot pure blood. 
The Kickapoo were a tribe of the central Algonquin group, forming 
17. "Handbook of American Indians .. , Bureau ot Ethnology, :BuletinXXX,p240 
18. Ibid, p240. 
a close ethnioal and linguistic division with the Sacs and Fo
xes . 19 They 
ca.me from the same general area as the saes and Foxes being first men-
tioned about 1670 as near the watershed between the Wisconsin 
and Fox 
rivers . There were two groups: the Vermillion band which live
d on the 
entrance of the Termillion river into the Wabash river, and th
e Prairie 
band living toward the w~st . Both were followers of Tecumsah 
and fought 
against the United States in BlackhaW'k ' s war. The Kickapoo's 
first re-
moval was to the State of Missouri where they located on the O
sage river. 
In 1832 they were given treaty rights to an area in Kansas de
fined, in 
~he treaty, thus: 
nBeginning on the Delaware line, six miles westwardly of ,ort 
Leavenworth, thence with the Delaware line ·westwardly sixty m
iles, 
thence north twenty miles, thence in a direct line to the wes
t bank 
of the Missouri , at a point twenty- six mi les north of Fort Le
aven-
worth, thence down the west bank of the Mis souri river to a p
oint 
six miles nearly southwest of ort Leavenworth and thence to t
he 
beginning. "io 
In 1852, after all had gone to Kansas, a large number of the K
ick-
apoo, along with some Potawatomie, ant to Mexico and became k
nown as 
0 Mex.ican Kickapoo" . Some of them returned to the Indian i::.· erri 
tory 
(Oklahoma) in 1673. Meanwhile, 1854, the greater part of the 
Kickapoo 
reservation outlined above was surrendered to the United St ate
s leaving 
a tract of 150 , 000 acres on the headwaters of the Grasshoppen 
river. 
Much of this was in present Brown county in which the Presbyt
erian Mis-
19. Connelley , v illis.m .t: • • , History of Kansas , State and Peop
le, Vol. I, 
P• 243- 244. 
20 . Ibid , P• 244. 
21 
sion al so was located. 
In 1905 the p9pulation of this group was nearly soo.
22 
Briefly , then , the Presbyterian Uhurch established mi ssions among 
s~ven tribal groups of Indians in this area. The Missions among the 
Osages were: Harmony , Bates county, Missouri; Union , near the bor de
r of 
Wagoner and Mayes county , Oklahoma; Neosho and Boudinot in Neosho co
unty , 
Kansas . The Mission to the Wea and Piankeshaws was in Miami county,
 Kan-
sas. The Mission in Doniphan county, Kansas was for the lowa, Sac an
d 
Fox , while Brown county , Kansas , contained the Ki ckapoo Mission . 
21 . Ibid 
22. Ibid , P• 138 . 
II 
THE OSAGE MISSIONS 
UNION• HARldONY •NEOSHO• BOUDINOT 
THE OSAGE MISSIONS 
UNION HARMONY NEOSHO BOUDINOT 
The United Foreign Missionary Society
1 began preparation, tor the 
establishment or its missionary work among the Osage Indi
ans west of the 
Mississippi and in this area in 1819. In that year the S
ociety despatch-
2 
ed the Reverend Messrs. Chapman and Vinall on an explori
ng trip into 
this region for the purpose or discovering desirable loca
tions ror pro• 
jected Mission stations which were to be located ~n what 
was then known 
as the Missouri Territory. Rev. Chapman and Rev. Vinall 
went to the mouth 
ot the Arkansas river and proceeded along its course for abo
ut 400 miles 
to a point where they f _inally selected a site on the west
 side ot the 
Grand (Neosho) river, about twenty miles above Fort Gibso
n in the Cherokee 
3 
country. This is the tirst notice we have or the Osages
 as attracting 
the attention of Christian people, or of any endeavors to
 carry the Goap• 
1. Supra, pl. 
2. Andreas, A.T., History of Kansas, p63. 
3. The report contained in the Missionary Herald, Vol.XX
!, (1825)p4, 
states that the station was located about 700 miles above
 the junction 
or the Arkansas and Mississippi rivers. That distance is
 evidently 
one arrived at following the river course. The report, w
hil• it 
correctly places Union twenty-tive miles above the conflu
ence of the 
Grand (Neosho) and the Arkansas, locates Union in Latitud
e 35°20' West. 
Such a position would be, roughly, twenty-five miles Sout
hwest of 
present Oklahoma City and, roughly, 125 miles from the ac
tual site. 
An explanation is that the govertm1ent survey had not been
 completed at 
the time ( 1825) , in faot it had not been at art ed. 
4 
el to them. In this vicinity the Rev. Vinall passed away due to the 
ravages or a disease and inadequate medical attention. Following this
 
sad circumstance, Rev. Chapman continued northward along the selected 
route, to the towns of the Osaees on the Neosho and Verdigris rivers o
n 
the way back to the East.
5 
Following the observations which Re~. Chapman reported back, the 
United Foreign Missionary Society determined to send out a nMission Fa
mily" 
, to begin missionary operations among these people. The field was
 rather 
large. An estimate of the Osage population in the vicinity, (they wer
e 
6 
the Osages of the Arkansas), gives their numb er as 2,000. Of course,
 
not all of the Osages of the Arkansas were in the immediate vicinity o
f 
the Union Mission which, as a matter of fact, was located about twenty
-
five miles distant from the princ iple Osage village.
7 The tract of land 
which the Mission occupied was four miles square, bounded by the Grand
 
(Neosho) river on the north and east and by a high range of hills on th
e 
South and west, while the buildings of the Mission wene erected on an 
eminence approximately one mile from the river. According to the offi
-
cial report (annual) dated October 30, 1821, the value of the Mission 
4. Rill, John B. P• 100. 
5. Missionary Herald, Vol. XXI, p.4. 
6. Ibid. 
7. Andreas, A.T. p.63, Andreas does not give the name of the village
 to 
which he refers. 
including buildings, stock, produce, tools, furniture, books, etc., wa
s 
8 
estimated at $20 ,000. Eight women and nine men volunteered to the so
-
ciety to organize the Mission company and set out from the East in 182
0 
arriving at their destination in the same year, altlaough two of the 
9 
ladies did not reach the destination, having _died on the outward journ
ey. 
The Rev. Epaphras Chapman, who had, with Vinall, explored the region i
n 
the year preceeding, and the Rev. William F. Vaill (occasionally, Vail) 
headed the company as the missionaries. Marcus Palmer, M.D., a conse-
crated physician and surgeon, accompanied the group. At a later date,
 
Dr. Palmer was ordained as a minister of the Gospe1.
10 The Messrs. William 
10 
Comb Re. ua, Stephen Fuller, Abraham Redfield, John M. Spaulding, Alex-
ander Woodruff, and George Requa, were the assistant missionaries to C
hap• 
man and Vaill.
11 A few of these names will be reter~ed to later on as they 
pe:roh.anoe were transferred to other fields 'or missionary endeavor with
 
which we treat. William c. Requa, especially continued in service with 
the Osages until the very end of t h connection with them by the Presb
y-
terian Church.
12 Dr. Palmer, also, served long and faithfully. 
8. Ibid 
9. Hill, John f•• plOO 
10. Hill, pl02-----Wm c. Requa was at Union and Neosho Missions during 
the lite of the Osage Mission work. He was the last to leave the 
Neosho Mission. In November, 1823, the Missionaries in Harmony and 
Union Missions and the Dwight Mission to the Cherokees, foa,med an 
association which they called the "Indian Mission Presbytery." That 
Mission Presbytery received and finally ordained Dr. Marcus Palmer 
and Wm .C. Requa. 
i1. The list of the Union Mission company'~ personnel comes from the 
Misaionary Herald, XXI, p5. The names of the ladies, were not availab
le. 
12. Mr. Hill has included a number of biographical sketches in hie book 
(footnote continued on neat page) 
(footnote 12 continued) 
of the ministers in the Presbytery of Kansas City. In the group are 
some 
who were, earlier, the tmissionaries to the Osages. A few of these a
ppear 
in reduced form in footnotes in this chapter. Following i s some info
rma-
tiJn concerning (Rev.) William Comb ~equa, for which see Hill, p. 21
1-213. 
vRev. Requa was the longest lived member of the Pr esbytery being a 
member of the first Missionary band sent out to the Osages from Newy
York 
in 1820. He was transferred from ·the Gni )n Mission to the Harmony M
is s ion 
and in that latter neighborhood spent the remainder of his long and u
seful 
life. A notice in the family genealogy (The Family of Requa , 1678-18
98, 
PP• 41-42) says: "~he Rev. William Comb whose picture is here given, 
studied at North Salem Academy, N.Y., and went out in 1820, under the
 di-
rection of the Presbyterian Board Qrnited Foreign MissiJnary Societi)
 as 
missionary to the Osage Indians at .t ort Gibson, Ark., (E.ow I. T~ 'l/a
sh-
ington Irving, in one of his works, pays a high_ compliment t o his for
mer 
neighb9r and friend, Rev. William Gomb Hequa, whose Mission station h
e 
visited in one of his excursions to the far West. Two years l at er, 
in 
1822, the Rev. Nilliam Comb married !mean Combstock, by whom he had 
three 
children. In 1832 the Mission was disbanded, and Mr. Requa removed wi t
h 
his family to he vicinity ot] Butler, Bates county, Mo., where he t
ook 
up Government land, being allowed a bounty for hie services in the W
ar of 
1812. In 1833 his ·first wife died; ·and in 1837 he married Jane Montg
omery 
who lived one year. In 1840 he married Sarah A. Nutting, by whom he
 had 
nine children. He was farmer, pllysician, and preacher, having erecte
d a 
church in which he held services on the Sabbath. 
'' During the Civil War his church and bu-ildings were burned, and hi s 
fam i ly compelled to seek safety in Kansas. • Mr. Requa enjoyed a long 
and 
eventful life. Born under the administration of Washington, he outli
ved 
both Lincoln and Grant. A soldt~r ·of the War of 1812, he also suffer
ed 
much 1n the War of the J ebellion. From the classic halls of North S
alem 
Academy, N.Y., he volunteered to go as a teacher and physician to the 
Indians on the frontier. Parts of the New f' estam.ent he translat ed in
to 
the· Osage tongue, and gave twelve years of his early life exclus i vely
 to 
the Missionary work." 
Dr. Timothy Hill also prep?,red a sketch of Mr. Requa a part of whi ch 
Mr. Hill includes in his book. "Mr. Requa was the last of the Missi
on 
band to abandon the Osages, and only gave up when rep eat ed removals a
nd 
continued: opposition rendered it apparent that little could be done f
or 
their welfare. He did not see the measure of success that he expect ed; 
but in his case, as in many others, the Foreign Missionary was the 
pioneer Horee Missionary, and the work done for the Indian prepared th
e 
way for the Church with the Indians' stronger brother, the white man. 
In a quiet and peaceful age, this man who bore untold and long contin
ued 
hardships, descended to his final rest, falling to sleep in J esus, Ju
ne 
3, 1886, at the ripe age of 92, much the senior in age of any in this
 
Synod •••••••••••• " / 
Dr. Timothy Hill, by the way, would be one of the outstanding 
figures in a history of Presbyterianism in this state. Following the
 
Civil war Dr. Hill had the uperintendency for the Board of Home Missions 
over its work in the Southwest. In this capacity a great deal of Dr.
 
Hill's work was done in Kansas. {Hill, John B. P• 165) 
Rev. Chapman was not long with the Mission at Union. In spite of as 
caretul attention as the limited equipment ot Dr. Palmer would allow, a 
seige of typhus fever caused his death, which occurred on January 5, 18
25.13 
The Rev. William F. Vaill, in reports to the Corresponding Secretary 
of the United Foreign Missionary Society, makes some interesting comme
nts 
·on the Osage Indians which are of some value as they come from one who
, by 
that time, had lived with his subject for several years.
14 According to 
Hev. iaill, the original Osage cl~im extended from the Kansas river on
 the 
north to the rled .river on the south, and from the White river on the e
ast 
to the .l.{ock Saline on the west. '.1:his great area lay between 33039, no
rth 
latitude and 95°100' west longitude. On this large claim were several 
vil-
la.gee of Osages, most important of which were the four on the Grand {N
eosho) 
and two on the ierdigris river. The Grand {Neosho) river, by the way, 
was 
navigable with keel boats about 200 miles above its junction with the .u-
kansas, while the Verdigris was navigable only to the falls located fou
r 
miles above its entrance to the .Arkansas. 
t he Osage country is described as healthful and inviting with good, 
pure air to . breathe. Some parts of the claim are rough and hilly, bein
g 
covered with ti~ber, while other parts have stretches of dry prairie 
grass for their vegetation. 
The Osages, he says, call themselves Wau-sau-she, hence the American 
version, Osages. The group is of a semi-wandering character, settling 
in 
villages is the spring and summer in orJer to plant and harve1t their c
orn 
13. Ibid, p259. 
14. The complete reports from which the excerpts are taken may be found 
in the Missionary Herald, Vol.XXLI, pp267-27l, and, Vol.XXI I I,ppl46-l48
 
crop. In the fall and winter they sally forth once or twice on a grea
t 
and extended buffalo hunt toward the southwest. On these excursions t
he 
Osages usually engage their hostile enemies, the Pawnees on the Red ri
ver, 
in a few skirmishes. During the hunt temporary camp is set up in the 
form 
of a village where all congregate for mutual protection. All of the s
up-
plies for the village such as the coverings for the houses, the cookin
g 
ut ensils and a great deal of provisions are carried along: 
"Though they love hunting, and delight in war, they have never been 
known to 1'orture prisoners", says Rev. Vaill . Continueing, 
11 If they de-
cide on war, they will go to war, and kill, or ta.lte all they can; but 
it 
is soon over; and prisoner s are well treated. If anyone has lost a ch
ild, 
the prisoner is made to supply its place. A Pawnee boy, or girl, som
e-
times receives, if possible, more af Pection and attention, than an own
 
child because adopted in the room of one dead." 
Rev. Vaill believed the Osages mild and temperate. "In six years, I 
have not seen one of them drunk." As a matter of fact, t hey were afra
id 
of the whiskey which they called "Firewater". A significant statement
 
occurs in this paragraph in which Rev . Vaill s ays that "The morals of 
the Osages· were untainted by intercourse with the whites."
15 
Rev. Vaill justifies some of the actions of the Osages which were 
severely criticised by their white neighbors. Many of the latter hate
d 
the Osages because of their plundering and killing, but Rev. Vaill con
-
tends that the Indians were forced to do it since the white hunters, r
e-
gardless of the treaty rights of the Indians, were cr owding into their
 
15. By way of contrast compare this with the Ioway Indians with whom 
Rev. Irvin worked at a later date, see Infra p. 79. 
country. Frontier settlers often left their plantations to hun
t buffalo -
to destroy what to the Indians 1s "subsistence". It was quite 
common, in-
deed, tor hundreds ot whites to kill thousands of buffalo for the
ir hides 
and tongues only; the remainder or the carcass being left on th
e plains 
to rot. 
In their government, the Osages allowed their chiefs only advis
ory 
powers. The organization ot justice wae very poor among them, 
states Rev. 
Vaill, for criminals were usually able to make an escape unless
 they vol-
untarily submitted to punishment. Murderers, of course, were s
ometimes 
punished by near relatives of the murdered known as "blood aven
gers. " In 
his experience thus far Rev. Vaill had discovered one or two in
st ances of 
death tor committing adultery. An interesting statement concer
ning the 
carriage of justice among these people is worth quoting: 
"A female became exceedingly vile and none could reclaim her. 
At 
length an old man plunged a knife into her bosom and she died o
n the spot. 
He then went to the brook, washed hi s knife, returned to his lo
dge, and 
all acquiesced." 
Rev., Vaill enjoyed observing the Indians in their council meeti
ngs in 
which they assume a great dignity, "their gravity being a delig
htful spec-
ta.ole." An interesting method of counting the votes in the cou
ncil meeting 
has been devised by the Osages. To arrive at a council decisio
n a. teller 
goes to each member of the group and asks, in a low voice, his 
opinion on 
the matter before the assembly. After making the rounds, the t
eller re-
ports to the chief all the comments and the chief declares the 
opinions a 
vote. 
The Osages were living in extreme poverty when the missionaries
 went 
among them.. The chiE}:f' property of the Indians seemed to be in 
dogs and 
horses, the former being like "many hungry wolves". Because or
 the lack 
of clothing the b Jys and, to some extent, the girls, generally 
go naked 
16 
until they reach the age of aix. Reducing the equation to dolla
rs and 
cents, Rev. Vaill, estimates the value of a child's clothing fo
r his first 
fifteen years at not a penny over one dollar. 1
1he poverty of the people 
necessitated the systematization of' begging, which, also, becam
e an honor-
able means of ma.king one's living. A not unreasonable logic le
d the In-
diana to assume that all white people are rich• their systan o
f trading 
with the white people was to "trade some and -begmuch.'
1 "The little group 
of missionaries at Union were rather sorely tried at times with
 an excess 
of begging at their door. 
A brief review of part of the war ceremonial is given in a port
ion of 
one of the paragraphs in the report of Rev. Vaill. "Before goi
ng to war 
they have many ceremonies - counsel much•-consult the oracle; a
nd on this 
occasion their doctors have much t o do. Dreamers relate their 
dreams; and 
conjurers ask counsel of the sacred bird, which they now expoee
 to view. 
They then paint their faces and tie to their hair the deer's ta
il. ln the 
onset they raise the whoop or war. On their return from war th
ey approach 
the town with proud feelings, and the youth hold the dish from 
which they 
drink water •••••••••• " 
Although the Indians did observe a plurality of wives, it was n
ot 
very common for an Osage to have many; they were expensive then a
s now. 
The original marriage was, of course, the great event. After t
hat, if 
16. Infra, page 4''0. 
the Indian man were sufficiently wealthy, the sisters of the f
irst wife, 
when they became eligible for marri age , automatically came to 
join the 
family. No great respect was held for the woman, who, incide
ntally, did 
all the manual labor while her husband eng~ged in the sporta o
f the chase 
and of battle, and who was doncemned to drudgery for the rema
inder of her 
existence when she married. 
The services of the medical missionary were tremendously impo
rtant 
and are not likely to be over emphasized. The suffering of th
e Indians was 
great. The popular household remedy and cure-all of the Osag
es, as also 
of other tribes, was a practice known as "cupping. 
1117 To carry out this 
operation, which was used for all and sundry ills, an incision
 was made 
in the arm, leg, or elsewhere on the body, with the blade of a
 hunting 
knife. A buffalo horn tip was then inserted and the blood was
 withdrawn 
through it. The field of activity of the medical missionary i
s as obvious 
as it was large. 
In mourning it was customary for the mourning to continue unt
il the 
time when some enemy was sacrificed. Rev . Vaill, with rather 
dry humor, 
suggests that most of the expeditions against the Pawnee were 
simply f or 
the purpose of comforting some poor soul who was in mourning f
or a lost 
one. 
17. "Cupping0 , however, was not a practice common to the Indi
ans alone. 
Along with the internal administration of calomel it was the s
tand-
by of most of the early frontier doctors until about 1830, if 
a 
definite date may be assigned for its disappearance. 
(Riegel, America Moves West , p. 196} 
' s. • 
From the annual report of the Society
18 a few paragraphs concerning 
the welfare of the ~ission, the boarding school, and the staff are take
n: 
"While many here are apparently discouraged by the unsettled 
state of the Indians19 , your missionaries, who are sustaining the 
trials of their patience, are pursuing their object without de-
pression or dismay; and every journal they write affords increasing 
evidence of co-operation on the part of the public authorities in 
that region, in their benevolent exertions, and of confidence in 
their ultimate success. 
"The secular concerns of the mission were in a prosperous 
state, though the labors of the missionaries had been considerably 
interrupted by sickness. Several of the Osages had been induced, 
by the example and persuasions of the missionaries, to substitute 
agriculture for the chase. Several Indian women had sought and 
obtained instruction in various branches of household economy. The 
number in the school had been increased from 7 to 14. Rev. Chapman 
had begun to communicate religious instruction in the Osage lan-
guage."" 
Having successfully established the Mission among the Osages of the 
Gran4 river at Union, the United Foreign Missionary Society decided to 
ex-
tend their work among the Osages with another enterprise; they promptly
 
organized a Mission company to be sent to the Osages in Missouri. Thia
 
company, consisting or tw~nty•five adults and sixteen children, was con
-
siderably larger than the one of the preceeding year. In it were three
 
ordained ministers: Rev. Nathaniel Brown Dodge, Jr., of Underhill, Ver
-
mont; Rev. Benson (occasionally Benton) Pixley, of Williamstown, Vermo
nt; 
and the Rev. William B. Montgomery, of Danville, Pennsylvania. Dr. Will-
iam N. Belcher accompanied this group as the physician and surgeon. 
Daniel H. Austin, Samuel B. Bright, Samuel Newton, Otis Sprague, and 
Amasa Jones were the assistant missionaries. Afterwards .Amasa Jones wa
s 
18. Missionary Herald, XX (1824), p257-258. 
19. The report refers to the recent Osage-Cherokee war. 
ordained by the "Indian Mission Presbytery" , as were Dr . Palmer and 
William c. Requa . Included in the company, also , were Mrs . Jones , Mrs . 
Charlotte Slacker Bright, Mrs . Benson Pixley, and a Miss Comstock. Be-
sides the ministers and the doctor , there were farmers, mechanics, school-
masters, and homemakers. 20 
This company left New York on March 7th, 1821, arriving at the site 
21 
of Harmony Mission on the 9th of August , after traveling along the Ohio , 
Mississippi , Missouri , and Osage rivers by keelboat . As in the instance 
of the Union Mission family, not all reached thei~ destination. This time 
one of the ladies died on the boat and was buried in Shawneetown , Illinois , 
which oddly enough, was reputed to be one of the wildest and most lawless 
22 
towns in the West,- A typical tough river town. 
The place selected for their station was on the Marias des Cygnes 
river, in what is now Bates county, Missouri , near the site of former Pa-
pinville. 23 The Mission is located in the Missionary Rerald
24 as being 
20 . Stringfield, m.E. Presbyterianism in the Ozarks, p . 17. 
21 . Ibid 
22. Riegel, p . 164. 
23 . In this instance, as in the location of the town of dhite Hair, there 
is considerable division of opinion. Various writers place both Pa-
pinville and Harmony Mission in either Bates or Vernon county, Missouri . 
Mr . Connelley, whom we took for authority on the location of White 
Hair's village because of his reference in that case to the official 
government survey in the same article quoted above page 8 places 
Harmony in Vernon county. Miss Doris Denton, in her thesis on the 
Harmony Mission, in which she has a lithograph repDoduction of the 
survey map of 1838, demonstrates clearly that the Mission was in 
Bates county. It occupied Sections 8 and 9 and a part of 17 in Town-
ship 38, Range 30. 
24. Vol. XXI , P• 5. 
among the Great Osages on the north bank of the "Marias de Cein" about 
six miles above its entrance into the Osage river and about 80 miles south-
west of Fort Osage. 
Immediately after their arrival the missionaries began to prep~re for 
the winter by building log cabins for their shelter, 10 of v,hich were e-
rected before winter set in. The mill site belonging to the Mission and 
the United States trading house v:ere located one mile belov' the Mission 
site and were on opposite banks of the river. In 1822 a saw-mill and a 
25 
grist-mill were built. 
The ministers began to preach as best they could while laboring un-
der the difficulties the use of an interpreter necessitated, mean\bile 
setting themselves to the painstaking t ask of learning the language in 
order to approach the Indians with the Gospel in a more personal way. Ex-
actly twelve months after the arrival of the group at Harmony, August, 
1822, a church of twenty members was organized. The congregation and 
church membership was, however, mainly composed of the members of the Mis-
sion family. Undoubtedly the organization of this frontier church brought 
great joy into the hearts of the missionaries for the Viinter_had sadly de-
pleted their ranks. Four of the adults, besides the lady who passed away 
enroute from iew York, and five children were taken before the year was 
26 
out. Truly their faith must have been great. 
The wandering habits of the Osage people made the work of the mis-
sionaries all the more difficult. A school was soon organized, of course, 
but it was a task to maintain the contact ~ith the pupils for the instruct-
25. Andreas, A. T. p. 65 
26. Hill, John B. p. 101 
ion was rather soon forgotten in the excitement or the chase . "This was 
no poetic MissL:m work" and the missionaries worked ha.rd and patiently to 
27 
keep up the boarding school, which , in 1825, had eighteen pupils . By 
thi s date , too , the work was probably more effective for four of the mis-
sion-.ries had paid considerable attent i on to the task of l earning the 
Osage language and were able to commui1icate religious instruction in that 
tongue "with some degree of fluency" . Religious impressions were II! ade up-
on the children but lit t le progress religiously was evident with the men 
for they were too often hunting the buffalo , or worse , on war parties . On 
the hwits the Osage men were often accompanied by Rev . Pixley and Rev . 
Mont gomery who desir ed a more inti~ate contact with their red friends and 
28 
who a l so wished ample opportunity to master the Osage language . 
Of this the Missionary Herald, says , "The Rev . Mes srs . Pixley and 
Montgomer y have devoted their tire e principally to the study of the lan-
guage ;_ thelatter , for the attainment of this object , having lived several 
mont hs with the Indians , accompany ing them on their hunting expeditions, 
28 
and depending for subsistence upon the ir precar ious sources ~f support." 
However, ev . Pixley should be included as he too was as active i n thi s 
29 
respect as was Rev. Mont gomery . In due course of time Pixley and Mont-
t ·t · 30 gomery were able to reduoe the language o wr1 1ng. Sm
all portions of 
27 . Mi ssionary Heri.lt~ XXI , P• 5. 
28. Missionary Heral d , XX , (1824) P• 258 . 
29 . I nfra , p . 35. 
30 . Hill, John B. P• 103. 
31 
the scriptures were translated into the language. 
An int.eresting incident of this school is the fact that some of the 
pupils were descendants of the Indians of New Jersey to whom David Brain• 
erd had preached. In tact, the mother of the children remembered Brainerd 
well. Brainerd had lived among them, she said, and had won the hearts of 
32 
all of them for he was intent only to tell them the story of the Gospel. 
In his History of Kansas, 33 Andreas says that the missionaries at 
Harmony cooperated with the Catholic missionaries who came to that vicini-
ty a few years after the Harmony Mission was established and used some of 
the log cabins which had been erected at Ha.rmo:cy until some for their own 
31. The first book evd printed in the Osage language was known as the 
"Osage First Book" one of the original copies of which is in the 
Boston Library. It was printed in Boston in 1834, according to the 
Missionary Herald, Vol. XXXII, p269, and contained 126 pages - 500 
copies were printed. As this date implies, the book was not prepared 
until after Pixley and Montgomery had left Harmony Mission - they 
went to Neosho Mission. The Osage book was entitled "Washashe 
Wageressa Pahugreh Tse." The Bureau of Ethnology, in Buletin 109, 
pl03, gives a group of quotations and translations from "Waehashe 
Wageressa Pahugreh Tse." TJpical of the group are these two: 
"Zbin - ga Zhin - ga o-shkon pi-zhi zho-wa-gtha zhi thin bau" 
(Go not with bad children). 
"Sho•she e-zba-mi mon-hin ton - ga thu-wa-ts•e-ga. i-ku-tsa ba -
zhi 1 - tee o (i)" 
(I wonder the .Americans do not try to tame big game. (Buffalo)). 
32. Hill, plOl 
David Braineri was the second foreign missionary of the Presbyterian 
Church in .America. The Society for Propagating Christian Knowledge 
founded in Scotland, 1709, organized a "Board of Correspondent" in 
New York in 1141. (This Board represented the Presbyterians until 1818 
when it was replaced by the United Foreign Missionary Society.) 
Brainerd was ordained in the Presbytery of New York, on the 12th of 
June, 1744, and immediately started missionary work among the Indians 
of Long Island under the direction of the "Board of Correspondents." 
(Encyclopedia of Missions, Vol. II, p243) 
33. p826. 
uee could be constructed at tbe site of the Catholic
 Mission which was a 
short distance below the Presbyterian Mission. 
The church which had been organized in 1822 struggle
d along for ten 
years receiving only two additional members into the
 congregation. At the 
end of that time, and at the conclusion of great rev
ival services in the 
aohool, five Osages, three Delawares, one Omaha, two
 colored people, and 
34 
seven from the Mission family, entered the membersh
ip of the church. It 
was said that "walking out morning or evening you w
ould hear the voice of 
prayer in almost _ any direction." Mr. Hill relates 
an incident of note con-
cerning the Harmony Mission.
35 
" ••••••••••••• among the persons brought tnder the in
fluence of 
that Harmony Mission was a slave, who was so devout 
a Christian and 
so able a man that he was trained to preach the Gos
pel. But even then 
they did not dare to recognize him a.a having a name
. As a man they 
simply called him Nicholas, and they hoped he would 
ultimately be 
sent as a Missionary to Liberia. His clerical life 
thus begun en-
larged in influence, and he sought ordination by the
 Presbytery of 
Missouri; but there was one man in that Presbytery w
ho would not con-
sent to ordain a colored man, and he was refused. l
ie went to the 
Cumberland Presbyterians , who ordained him, and he 
appears with a 
full name, Nicholas Carper. tle became free; I think 
it was through 
the agency of the Mission, but I have not full proof 
of that as a 
t~ct. Having become free, he diligently toiled unti
l he secured the 
freedom of his family, and soon after died. He was 
said to be a 
modest man, a pleasant speaker and an interesting p
reacher. He 
evidently had some humor, as he said he had heard th
at a negro had 
no soul, but as he was three-quarters white, he thou
ght he might 
have three-quarters of a soul." 
In 1826 the Union and Harmony Missions were transfer
red to the 
American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions
 in consequence of 
the union just consummated betwe ~n the United ~oreig
n Missionary Society 
34. Hill, John B., pl02. 
85. Hill, John B., pl03. 
36 
and the A.B.C.F.M. At the time of the transfer there were only eleven 
persons at the Mission at Harmony. A number of the families, especially 
those connected with agriculture, had left after only a short stay. One 
of the reasons for their leaving was the fact that in these early years 
the valley was frequented with inundations which often and completely de-
stroyed their crops and their property. Rev. Benson Pixley and Samu.el B. 
Bright with their families had gone t~ establish the Mission at Neosho 
which will be considered presently.
37 The report of the A.B.C. F.M. for 
1827 says or this Mission, "no modern effort among the American Indians 
has been attended with more trials of various kinds." 
In 1836 the Mission at Harmony was abandoned. Mr . Hill gives several 
reasons for the discouraging result of the work at Harmony, the main one 
of which was the constant encroachments of the white settlers. i he Oaages 
were not at all hostile to the white people, nor were they intemperate at 
first, but the traders who were the advance guard brought whiskey and 
other evils among them. ln time, ot course, the lndians were all moved 
across the Missouri border and away from the site ot tla.rmony Mission with 
its Christian influence. For much the same sort ot thing, the Guion Mil• 
38 39 
sion was given up in the same year, 1836. The ~issionary Herald says: 
"Owing to the inconvenient location of the Union and Harmony 
Stations , each being forty or fifty miles from the present Osage 
territory, it has been thought expedient to discontinue missionary 
operations at both; and, as the Usages are at present in a state very 
36. Supra, p /. 
37. Hill, John a., pl02, footnote no.l. 
38. Hill, John B., p.102. 
39. Missionary Herald, XX.XII, pl94. 
unfavorable ·ror enjoying the benefit of Christian instruttion, on 
account of the uncertainty which exiats relative to their future 
residence. Rev. N. B. Dodge and Messrs. D.H. Austin and A. Redfield 
with their wives, have signified their desire to retire from that 
field of labor, and they have accordingly been honorably released 
from further service of the Board. Rev. A. Jones will for the 
present labor in the white settlements near Harmony, though without 
any immediate connection with the Board; and if there should be a 
favorable opening among the Osages, he will resume his labors." 
40 
Gradually the Harmony church disintegrated. The Dodges and some 
40. On pages 148-150, Dr. Hill presents a sk~tch of the life of Rev. 
Nathaniel Brown Dodge. In a sense, says Dr. Hill , the Rev . Dodge was 
the founder of the Presbytery of Kansas City because he was the 
original superintendent at the Harmony Mis sion. 
In the sketch was some material taken from the "Genealogy of the 
Dodge Family~~ (pp. 197-8). It supplies this information: Rev . Dodge 
was born in Winchester, New Hampshire, June 5, 1781 and died at 
Little Osage,. Missouri, September 3, 1848. He rendered some service 
in the Wa:r or 1812. From 1816-1821 Rev. Dodge preached as a Con-
gregational Minister in Underhill, Vermont. He was called to New 
York City to organize the party which was to establish the Harmony 
Mission. "They went to Philadelphia by ,sea, thence to Pittsburg by 
large wagons . At Pittsburg they built boats to go down the Ohio and 
up the Mississippi. They went up the Missouri in keel boats to the 
mouth of the Osage, and up that as far as they could cordell, and 
till the stream became too shallow to go farther." The journey con-
sumed four months. The narrative continues : "In the course of six 
or seven years the Government oved the Indians to Neosho , in what 
is now Kansas , to which place he followed, there founding the Bou-
dinot Mission. In five or six years it became uns~fe to remain, and 
he returned to Little Osage, where, he built a church, preaching and 
teaching as long as he lived. He married Sallie Gale , 22 March, 1803. 
She was born at Princeton, Mass., 21 July, 1784, d. 20 Dec . 1866." 
From the "Presbytery Reporter", July, 1860, pp. 321-325, Dr. Hill 
made the following extract. "Mr. Dodge, who was always interested 
in the welfare of the neighboring settlements, made the natural 
tr r...ns ition from the •oreign to the Home Missionary, still ranaining 
in the same place. His first commission from the A. H.M.S • .American 
Home Missionary Society was April 25, 1836, 'to labor in the vicinity 
or Harmony Mission Station.' Some time previous to this he had 
formed a Congregational Church in that neighborhood •••••••••• " 
In the "Home Missionary" for 1841 appears this notice of Rev . 
Dodge. 1'Mr . Dodge was a man of good na tural ability, and a pious 
earnest and devoted man. The life of seclusion as a missionary nat-
urally gave a distinct individuality of character, and he was affect-
ed by it in the same way as others. There was the appearance of 
rigidity in his manners and his forms of thought. A lady who wus 
herself from New England once remarked of him, that he was the best 
(footnote continued on next page) 
others formed the nucleus of the Little Osage Church, the Jonea
41 and 
(footnote 40 continued) 
preserved speciman of an old-fashioned New ~ugland country ~inister 
she had met in the \Yest---his manners, his dress, and all together 
suggested a generation passed away--one of the old-fashioned type. 
He was unwilling to depart from the ways of New .l!.)ngland even among 
the pioneers. A sacramental meeting was once held in his Church, 
and several or his brethren were with him. A number of persons were 
hopefully converted, and his brethren urged hi.!:rr to admit them to the 
Church then; but he declared that such was not the custom in Vermont, 
and he WJuld not do it. Soon the Methodists came and held a meeting, 
sweeping in all his converts, some of them members of his own family, 
into their fold." 
41. According to Dr. Hill's sketch (ppl76-178) .Amasa Jones was also one 
of the founders of the Presbyterian Church in Missouri. His life 
covered the entire period from the establishment of the first Mission 
statiJn to the Reunion of the Old and New Schools of Churches in 1870. 
Rev. Jones had the longest continuous service of any minister in the 
bounds of the Presbytery of Kansas City. He·was forty-nine years a 
missionary in this general field. Rev. William c. Requa lived a few 
years longer, ·but a part of his service was in other missions in 
Kansas and in the Indian Territory. 
Rev • .Amasa Jones was born in Rindge, New Hampshire, on the 28th 
day of April, 1796. In 1812 he was apprenticed to a shoemaker in 
Weston, Massachusetts. Soon after that he opened a shoe repair shop 
at Schagticoke Point, New York, In 1817 he went to Woodstock, Ver-
mont, where he taught school and received instruction f~om the Pa tor 
of the church there. In 1820 N . Jones entered the .Andover Theolog-
ical Seminary where, because of his previous study, he was able to 
complete the course in a year having been entered on an advanced 
rating. 
On February 21, 1821, he married Miss Roxana Stearns, of Aah-
burnham, Massachusetts, and started at once for New York City, where 
they joined the company under commission from the A.B.C.F.M. The 
company arrived at the site of the Harmony Mission on the first of 
September, 1821. Mr . Jones was the ission teacher although hie 
work was by no means confined to that and in February, 1822, he 
wrote: •1 have established three preaching places, and devote my 
time on the Sabbath exclusively to them. During the week I am en-
gaged in teaching our school, and various duties belonging to me in 
our work." 
When it bec3Dle necessary for Dr. Belcher to leave the Harmony 
(Mission Mr. Jones, after some very concentrated study of medicine 
--under Dr. Belcher's instruction, succeeded him in th.at capacity. Mr. 
Jones soon became a skillful physician, says Mr. Hill's account. 
Following the dissolution of the Harmony Mission, Dr. Jones 
was commissioned by the A. H.M.S. and labored in the vicinity of the 
old mission. Rev. Jones is remembered there for his connection with 
(footnote continued on next page) 
Austin families were among the early founders of the Deepwater church, 
the Requas performed the same service of the Double Branches (Lone Oak) 
churoh, and the Redfields went to the Ma.rmiton church. All of these 
localities are near by to the site of Harmony Mission. More than one 
generation of the families have been active in those churches since 
then and, Mr. Hill says, 11Descendents of all these families still live 
in that region. "
42 
(footnote 41 continued) 
the Deepwater Church (still in existence) . 
Dr. Jones, in the later years of his life, received nearly all 
of his compensation from the returns of his medical fees. In 1857 he 
wrote: "It is exceedingly difficult to collect the smallest sum for 
any benevolent object. The most that a Minister may expect is a 
night's lodging and a horse fed. I have spent a large portion of 
eight years past in preaching to the destitute settlements in this 
vicinity, and all that I have ever received from the people is $29 -
and i25 of that was given by one individual. Even marriages are of-
ten solemnized without any offer of compensation ••••• In this section 
of the country it would be a deathblow to a Minister 's usefulness to 
have it known that he received a salary (though ever so small) from 
the people." 
The concluding paragraph in Dr . Hill's sketch of Dr. Jones is 
a splendid tribute in which he says, Dr. Jones was a remarkable man 
in a great variety of ways •••• He was a skilled mechanic, not merely 
in the trade he larned in youth, but in cabinet-making and carpentry 
as well. Though never trained in the schools, he was a good scholnr, 
a beloved physician , a deep theologian, a good preacher. Though for 
nearly fifty years an exile on the frontier, he was well posted on 
the progress of mankind, especially of the Church. Though poor in 
this world's goods, he was a liberal giver, an unselfish worker, a 
persistent Miss ionary •••••••••• " 
42. Hill , John B. p. 102, footnote no.2. 
The missionaries at Harmony were encouraged to establish a new mis-
sion station in the territory recently acquired by the Osages just beyond 
the wes tern limits of the St ate of Missouri since the Hopefield station, 
43 
which had branched from Union earl ier , had been such a great success . 
Accordingly , with an introductory paragraph concerning thestate of af-
44 
fairs at Harmony station in 1825, the Missionary Herald says: 
"During the last year, the school at t his stat ion bas been 
favored beyond any reasonable expectation. To t he 18 scholar s men-
tioned in your last report , mo r e than 20 have since been added. U -
though several had been taken from the school, yet 36 interesting 
native childr~n , rescued from the forest, were enjoy ing t h e pri velege 
0£ literary and religious instruction - were undergoing a course of 
mental and moral culture , which ma y promotetheir temporal and 
eternal benefit and render them t he instruments of conferr ing incal-
culable blessings upon their tribe . 
"Early in the l a st year, ssveral Indian families comm enced a 
settlement in the immedia te neighborhood of the station. They erected 
two or three comfortable log dwellings and made preparat i ons for 
cultivating the soil ••••• • At their request a numb er of their chil-
dren were admitted to the school . 
nrn the oourse of the last summer , your missionaries projected 
the plan of establishing a branch of their mission on the Neosho 
river , within the .irrmediate vicinity of the present Indi an village . 
It was thought , that a mea sure of this kind would furnish grea t er 
faciliti e s for acquiring a knowl edge of the l anguage, communica ting 
religious instr uction to the t ribes, and inducing them t o abandon 
the chase and seek a less precarious subsistence fro m t he cultivat ion 
of the soil . The £}an was approved by your managers . In the month 
of September , {1821.) the Rev . Mr . Pixley removed his family to the 
new st ation ; and Mr . Bright was instructed to follow as soon a s h is 
aid should be required. 
ttThe t wo junior missionaries a t this station have iade consider-
abl e pr ogress in the acquisition of the Osage language . 5 In pursuit 
of thi s ob ject they have subjected t hemselves to many privations and 
hardships , residing , much of their time, in the cabins of the Indians, 
43 . It was at Hopefield , in fact , that the Rev . William B. Montgomery died 
on August 17 , 1834. Hill , John B. P• 45 . 
44 . Missionary Heral d , XXI , PP • 287- 288 . 
45 . The reference here is to the Rev. Mr . Pixley and the Rev . Mr . Mont -
gomer y . 
or accompanying them on their hunting expeditions, exposed to the 
dangers of the climate and often without shelter and rood. By 
persevering and laborious study, they are enabled to converse on 
ordinary subjects and to translate and read their prayers and dis-
courses." 
In September, 1824, the Rev. Benson Pixley and family left the Harmony 
46 
Mission and located on the west bank of the Neosho at a place which, from 
description, must have been north of where Shaw, Kansas, now is. A French 
trader, probably one of Augustus Choteau's, let Rev. and Mrs. Pixley and 
their two children have a log house which had been erected some time before 
for another purpose.
47 During the winter of 1824 the Pixleys were alone, 
but in the following spring carpenters came from Harmony- and built two log 
houses for the station. At this time also came Mr. and Mrs. Samuel B.Bright 
•ho became part of the permanent personal of the Neosho Mission.
48 Rev. 
Pixley imnediately set about the business of teaching the Osage children and 
a school was established. lt will be remembered, of course, that at this 
time Rev. Pixley was rather proficient in the Osage tongoe. 
On one _of the trips with the I dians, Rev. Pixley relctes that the 
season was stormy and cold causing the Indians to become glum and reticent -
all but refusing to talk. Rev. Pixley lived with them on this trip exactly 
as one of their number. His equipment consisted of the usual Indian blank-
et and the necessities of the hunt. On the trip Rev. Pixley was delighted 
with the rigor of the Indian youths of fifteen and sixteen years of age, 
who broke the ioe on the rivers each morning and enjoyed a rather cold morn-
46. Missionary Herald, XXI, p288 
47. Mr. T.F. Morrison (see footnote 13, page 10, Chapter I) is the authority 
for this statement. 
48. Missionary Herald, XXII, p6 
ing-constitutional. In keeping with his usual custom Rev. ?Wey ate t
h~ 
same food that the Indians did. The weather conditions hindered the hu
nt 
and there were times when food was insuffieient and not in a good state
 of 
preservation. The itinery of this hunt extended well over into Arkansa
s 
where the Indians were able to procure a number of deer, but no bear w
ere 
found.
49 
The Mission at Neosho was located among some ten Indian families.
50 
At this location an agricultural community was set up and Rev. Pixley 
states that in 1826, after some CJnsiderable amount of ground had been 
cleared and plowed, the Mission group raised 266 bushels of corn. In a
ll 
probabil i ty, this was the first corn raised by white people in that Tic
in-
ity.51 
The Missionary Herald presents some letters of the Rev. Pixley which 
are an insight into the activities of the missionaries at Neosho.
52 The 
first letter, dated October 24, 1827, was addreeeed to the Correspondin
g 
53 
Secretary of the A.B.C.F.M. I t fo llows in part: 
"It is now full three years, since I came upon this ground wi th 
my little fam i ly. We found the natives in appearance to have nothing 
of that savage ferocity so often described as inherent in the fea-
tures and manifested in the manners of the red men of the forest. 
They seemed to be bold and pleasant. frank and hospitable. A stranger,
 
just passing through their towns with but a superficial acquaintance., 
49. Mr. T.F. Morrison is the authority for this statement. 
50. )Ussionary Herald, XII, p287 
51. Mr. T.F. Morrison is the authority for this statement. 
52. Missionary Herald XXIV, pp28-81 and 125-126. 
53. The Neosho Mission, along with the rest, was now in care of that o
rgan-
ization which had replaced the United 1oreign Missionary Society in 182
6. 
would have a most favorable opinion of their character and could scarce 
conceive the moral t:arpitude and degradation, in which they were in-
volved. He would think, that if only the means of improvement and 
civilization were put into their possession, nothing would be wanting 
to make there equal to their more highly priveleged white brethren. 
"But alas, how mistaken have been the opinions of many with re-
spect to the virtue and happiness of the children of nature. Po sses-
sing a country scarcely surpassed by any in facility of cultivation 
and capable of producing almost every delicat e and nourishing fruit 
and vegetable, these children of nature nevertheless are often re-
duced to the last extremity, ~s a white man would suppose, for the want 
of food and are found to subsist for weeks together, on acorns, and on 
roots dug out of the prairie; and for no other reason, than their idle-
ness and improvidence. 
"Vice reigns everywhere. The shameless effrontery with which they 
p~llute their common discourse, is not to be known, except to a man who 
understands their language; for no interpreter feels himself at liberty 
to communicate fully the ideas they ex.press. 
"So common also is their thieving, not :from white people and their 
enemies only, but from one another, that there is not the least en-
couragement to labor and acqu~re property, sine he who plants does it 
under expectation that depredations will be practiced upon him, with 
the addition of being laughed at, and called a man of no spirit, if he 
complains. 11 
"As it respects the kinds of labor they perform, l might say, 
speaking generally, that they perform none. They are lamentably desti-
tu,e of ingenuity and aptitude in contriving and making things for 
their use and comfort. ~hey seem in this respect to be inferior to 
the Indians who formerly inhabited New England. Such a thing as a 
basket, I never saw among them. Their dress, excepting such as is used 
in their dances, exhibits deplo ~able negligence and laziness. Their 
game has been so abundant that t hey have felt little need of agricul-
tural labor and have consequently established a habit of considering 
it dishonest for a man to do much besides hunting and going to war. 
Other employments being upon him an insuperable derision. Indeed it 
is hardly possible to make you understand with what an iron-handed des-
potism the airy phantom, Ridicule, holds this people in subjection and 
drives them miserably along perdition. I offered large wages to a 
young Osage, millindoler, who has long attended school at Harmony, to 
induce him to remain with me during the present winter, and assist me 
in acquiring his language, he, at the same time, learning the Engl ish. 
This , he said, he would be glad to do, but remarked, The Osages call 
me a fool. Although he understands much of our langu.;;;ge, he can hard-
ly be persuaded to speak a word of it in the presence of the Indians. 
"Their accomodat ions are few and simple. A few wooden dishes, 
two or three horn spoons, a knife and a kettle or two, make up the 
amount of their household furniture. '.!.'heir houses and manner of build-
ing them is equally rude. They set two rows of the litt le poles in 
the ground, of sufficient width for their accomodation, and bring 
them together in a curve at the top. 'l'hese they cover with flags or 
buffalo hides, and when in their towns have m~ts laid upon the ground 
to recline and. shep upon . 'rheir food., while in the town, is prin-
cipally jerked meat, boiled. corn, dried pwnpkins, and. beans, wild 
fruits , acorns and other nuts, in the season of them, make up what 
is lacking when their provisions are exhausted they move off on 
their hunts . If they kill nothing the second or even the third day, 
they are not alarmed. Acorns or roots of the prairie a.re still at 
h&Bd to supply them with a supper, so that the fear of starving is 
the last thing that would be likely to enter an Osage mind. 
nThe women plant the corn, fetch the wood, cook the food, dress 
the deerskins, dry their meat, make their moccasins, do all the 
business of moving, pack and unpack their horses, and even saddle 
and unsaddle the beast on which their husbands and other male kin-
dred ride, while the men only hunt and war and, when in their towns, 
go from lodge to lodge to eat, and drink, and smoke and play at cards 
and sleep , for with them it is no mark of ill manners to doze now; 
just to go through their towns on a tour of inspection, you would pro-
bably find more than four fifths of the men employed in gaming and 
scarcely one engages in any useful purpose. 
"Of a future state of rewards and punishments they have no 
cone ption. Some indeed, perhaps the generality of them, have some 
confused ideas of a future st ate of existence , and suppose if they 
are painted when they die according to the peculiar mark of their 
family, they shall be known and join th~se of their relatives who have 
died and gone before them. But these i4eas are only what might be 
called the traditions and superstitions of the common people, and are 
regarded as foolishness by others, who, in their philosophic pride, 
treat it as a chimera. Only a few days since , I was declaring to an 
Osage the fact , that the SQUl existed after death in a separate state 
from the body . 11or some t-ime he seemed, I know not why, strangely in-
tent upon catching a fly. Having at length succeeded he crushed the 
insect to death between his fin~ers, then laying it on the floor and 
rubbing it about until not a vestige of it remained, he triumphantly 
exclaimed, ' What remains to exist? Where ls the soul?' - drawing his 
conclusions that men died and returned to nothing in the same way. 
"In case of the death of any relative, they send for such as they 
choose should come and mourn for them, though others often join as 
volunteers . I was witness to a ceremony of this kind where a child 
had recently died. Nhile some were preparing the child for burial, 
five women of their choosing, as l was afterwards informed, stood 
around crying, or pretending to cry, making a doleful lamentation. At 
length they ceased , and each went to a skin of buffalo grease, stand-
ing in one corner o! the lodge, and took two or three pounds apiece, 
as a remuneration for their services in mourning for the dead, and 
then quietly and cheerfully returned to their homes ••••••• ••••• " 
The Rev . Pixley evidently did not welcome the Catholic missionaries 
into the territor y inyrhich he was engaged. Father Van Quickenborn, who 
had been one of the original Catholic missionaries at Harmony where they 
had been well received by the members of the Harmoey Mission, came into 
the neighborhood of the Neosho Mission and established, with others, a Mis-
sion called nosage Mission." St. Paul, Neosho county, Kansas, has replaced 
Osage Mission, occupying the same site, and today is a strong Catholic com-
munity. 
54 
Referring to the advent of the Catholics, ev. ? ixley says, 
V 
"As if' it wer e not enough for us to have to contend with the 
_native prejudices of the Indians, strengthened by the uniform ill 
treatment which from the earliest times has uni formly characterized 
the conduct or the whites who have had dealings with them,--we have 
recently had a J~suit Catholic priest out here, baptizing the half-
breed children, giving out medals, and telling the Osages that we do 
not teach the truth and are not the true ministers of religion, and that 
he only is the man to whom they should listen." 
Rev. Pixley relates an incident which gives a splendid insight into the 
character and personality or the Indians among whom he labored. 
est. 
"A boy of ten or twelve years of age, was lounging a.bout my house, with 
out clothing, and apparently without shame. When l inquired the eaus.e 
of his being thus destitute, bis mother gave as a reason, that they 
were poor, and bad no clothing. I aceordingly gave him an old gray 
garment which would have been an abu:ddant covering, according to the 
Indian fashion. But as he still Jontinued to go in the same condition 
as formerly, I inquired the cause and was told by his mother, ':.hat 
he was ashamed to put on the cloth I gave him, because it was not blue' -
that being the color of cloth uniformly sold by the traders to the 
Indians. Poor creatures! They are ashamed of nothi ng of whi ch they 
ought to be ashamedt but are ashamed of everything that is virtuous 
and praisewortey. 115 
Another letter of Rev. Pixley's, dated December 25, 1828 , i s of i nter-
0 I have never felt myself more at home among the Osages than at 
present. I never had more of their confidence, and indeed never had 
54. It must be understood that Rev. Pixley di d not ment i on any name in 
this letter. Father Van ~uickenborn's work among the Osag&s has beGn 
mentioned here, however, as it waa accompanied with a good measure of 
success. 
55. Missionary Herald, XXIV, p8l 
higher hopes of eventual success. Some of the principal men told 
me yesterday they would never more think eo lightly of what I say 
to them. I see nothing why the Gospel should not take as complete 
effect here, as at the Sandwich Islands, or elsewhere, when the 
communication shall be fully made, under circumstances sacculated 
to inspire them with a belief of its truth. Two evenings since I 
went into alodge for the special purpose, as I often do, of trying 
to communicate something in order to enlighten their benighted minds. 
After talking awhile, at their request, I sang a ~mn of my own com-
posing in their language, relative to the omniscience and omnipres• 
ence of God, as judge of the world, and with resr ect to the tuture 
state of the righteous and the wicked. /But what made the scene 
peculiarly pleasant was the fixed attention of two chi ldren between 
nine and twelve yea:re old, who came from the other end of the lodge, 
and drawing close to me, listened with great interest, and seemed to 
understand and drink in all that I said. Dark and gloomy as this 
valley is, sometimes a r ay o! hope shoots across my cheerless path, 
that, ungrateful and unwortey as I am, I should greatly add to these, 
it I did not aclmowledge that my cup is mingled with consolations 
neither few nor small, and that the bitterest trials and self-denials 
of missionaries are more than made up to them, in the inward comfort 
and peace they are permitted to enjoy. It is no uncommon thing now 
to hear this people when they smoke, call upon God to give them good 
thoughts and lead them in the right hand path, instead of asking for 
success in killing Pawnees and stealing horses; not that they have 
laid those aside, but it shows that what is said to them is taking 
root and is conversed about. Who would think it strange if, in 
these days of God's working, this valley of dry bones should all at 
once begin to move? Indeed, I think it more likely l shall not be pre-
pared for such an event, than that it will not come. God's promises 
are sure, but, alas, too oft n his Elople are not ready, waiting and 
prepaaing for their accompli shmentV 
The portions of Rev. Pixley's letter just quoted above comprise one 
of the very last bits of correspondence from him. In the following yea
r, 
1829, "Circumstances caused the committee to deem it expedient to relin
-
quish for the present the station called Neosho and Rev. Pixley and hia
 
family a:re now laboring among the white settlements in Missouris, but w
ill 
57 
probably resume his labors among the Osages." However, Rev. Pixley d
id 
56. Missionary Herald, XXI V, pl25-126 
57. Missionary Herald, XXVI, pl2 
not return to "his labors among the Osages" and the Neosho Missi~n was 
never reopened. Rev. Pixley left Neosho and the Osages "by a difficulty 
with the United States Agent. l t is not known that Pixley was in f ault. 
He still had confidence of his fellow laborers. r he United States agent 
was removed from his office. 1158 The fact that the United St ates Agent 
was removed from office may indicat e a complete exoneration of the Rev. 
Pixley. .At any rate the "difficulty" was not of a character which brought 
about any sort of excommunication f or the Reverend, for beginning in 1829 
Rev. Pixley ent er_ed theservice of the American Home Missionary Society. 
He preached at lndependence, Missouri, for some time among the white settle-
ments thete. 59
 In the ~issionary Herald, an undated and unsigned l etter 
mentions the fact that Rev. Pixley attended a meeting among the Shawnee 
nation at the mouth of the Kans i s river. 6
0 That is one of the last times 
. 61 
Rev. Pixley is mentioned; undoubtedly he passed away soon after that, 1834. 
The Boudinot Mission to the Osages was located on the east bank of 
62 
the Neosho near the junction of the Four Mile Creek and the river. The 
Rev. N.B. Dodge, former superintendent at the Harmony Mission, was author• 
'ized to organize this new Osage station in 1830 and the establishment was 
58. History of .American Missions, pl94. 
59. Hill, John B., p102. 
60. Missionary Herald, XXX (1834) p454 
61. It was my desire to include a sketch of the Rev. Benson Pixley in 
this paper. However, none is available, there being more in this 
account than Dr . Hill gives in his little biograpey. 
62. "History of Neosho and Wilson counties, Kansas" plO. 
made in that year .
63 The reason for this new Mission was to place Rev . 
Dodge in closer contact with the Osage adults who had by 
the '30s left 
the vicinity of Harmony Mission.
64 
By the first of January, 1831 , Rev. Dodge had been able to es
tablish 
a morning worship service at White Hair ' s town and an aft
ernoon serviee 
at the station each Sabbath.
65 The Mission work was not particularly en-
couraging in the early months, however, for Rev. Dodge w
rites that he 
"cannot say this field is ripe for harvest . " Although th
e attendance and 
attention of the people was good, the mass of the people 
seemed to be con-
cerned in heathen rites and customs. Still, Rev • .LJO dge i
s able to say, "I 
cannot but hope that they are increasing in Gbris.tian kno
wledge." A little 
more heartening was the request of a small band of Osage
s who formerly re-
sided close by I:iarmony Mission. In mid April (1831) they
 asked Rev. Dodge 
to visit them for they wanted his assistance . It was the
ir purpose to take 
up the white man's ways, especially agriculturally, and the
y needed his 
help in getting the necessary tool r and equipment. Rev. 
Dodge does not tell 
us anything concerning theresults of his visit, but does 
say that some of 
the women and children from the band often attended the Sab
bath meetings at 
66 
Boudinot . 
In the spring and early summer of 1831 Rev. Dodge, accom
panied by the 
63 . Missionary Herald, XXVII, p46. Mrs. Dodge accompan
ied her husband. 
6&. Ibid. 
65. Ibid, p287. Thie further substantiates the fact tha
t White Hair's. 
village was not near present Oswego, but in Neosho county f
or the 
iiatance from uBoudinot" to Oswego would be too great for
 such a 
rapid t r ip . 
66. Ibid 
Rev. Messrs . Vaill and Washburn from the Union Mission, made an exten
ded 
tour of the Osage country, preaching frequently in the vafious vill ag
es . 
The tour , including the stops at such places a s the Union Mission, C
ler-
mont ' e village, the new Hopefield station, LaBett, Wasooches town, W
hite 
Hair ' s village and Walk- in-Rain's town, extended over some three to f
our 
67 
hundred miles . In the fall of the following year Rev . Vaill and R
ev. 
Washburn returned to Boudinot Mission and the_ following excerpts from
 Rev. 
Dodge ' s letter dated Dec . 1, 1832 to the Missionary Herald describes 
their 
. ·t 68 
VlSl • 
"On the 5th of Sept . Mr. Va ill and Mr . Washburn came up to visit 
the several villages and preach the Gospel to the people . This 
occasion was peculiarly interesting on account of some of the young 
converts from Harmony station coming over to attend with us . The 
first Sabbath of Sept . was spent at White Ha ir's town. We first 
collected all we could of every description and preached to them; 
and afterwards we assembled the women in one place and the boys in 
another, at the same time . A girl, one of the Harmony converts, 
interpreted to the females, and she also conversed with some of her 
female friends and endeavored to direct their minds to the great 
salvation of the Gospel ••••••• • •• • • •• • 
•tThis is a new era in the Osage Mission. The people never be-
fore, to my knowledge, heard one of their own number pray in their 
own tongue; and it is new also to hear ei~ortations upon the sub-
ject of religion from their own kindred . 
"What effect this interesting meeting may have upon the minds 
of the people we are not yet able to determine; but with the bless-
ing of God we are sure it will produce fruit unto everlasting life. 
Destitute of thi~ we know that nothing can be accomplished." 
Under date of March 1 , 1834, Rev . Dodge sent another letter-report 
to the A. B. C.F .M. reflecting both pessimism and optimism. Zxtracts f
rom 
70 
the letter appeared in the Missionary Herald as follows: 
67 . Ibid , P• 287. 
68. Missionary Herald , XXVIII , P• 61 . 
69 . ~or a similar i nstance see Infra , P • 51 . 
70 . Missionary Her ald, XXX , P• 258- 259 . 
"Aa it respects the effect of the Gospel among thi.s people 
there is nothing more than formerly to cheer the heartaoot our pa-
trons or the religious public. If anything I think the prospects 
have been more gloomy than ever before in some respects. 
"Regular worship has be&n kept up at the station on the Sab-
bath, and when Indians have been present, .the discourse has gen-
erally been interpreted. The commissioners of government are ne-
gotiating a treaty with the Osages; and if it goes into effect, t hey 
will be removed from their present reservation some distance to 
the northwest of this. There is a strong probability that this will 
take place in the course of the coming year. 
''Miss vhoate came to this station last fall for the purpose of 
teaching my own children, and using what influence she could to in-
duce the children of the. Osages to receive instruction. In this 
business she has never wearied. A number of the Indian children 
have been i~ occasionally and some of them have comnitted the great-
est part of the alphabet, and have received instruction by pictures 
and in various other ways; but from the total indifference of the 
parents and the fickleness of the childr~n. they have attended so 
unsteadily that they have received very little benefit. I believe 
however, that if suitable accomodationa were provided and the child-
ren could be taught in their own language, something could soon be 
done by schools in the midst of them. · 
"There is now quite a company of young people who have been 
benefited more or less by the schools, numbers of whom are regular-
ly married and some of them doing very well. The firwt marriage 
among the Indians on the Neosho took place on the 6th of last month. 
I w&..a requested by the agent· to visit the agency in the day to join 
in marriage Joseph Lasweese and Julia Mongrain, the former a half-
breedi educated at Union, and the latter a daughter of the United 
State's . interpreter, but without an education. The marriage was 
soiemnized in the presence of a large collection of Osages. The 
remarks and ceremony were interpreted into the Osage language , as 
the bride did not understand English. All appeared highly grat1- · 
tied with the new mode of marriage . The agent provided a dinner for 
40 or 50 persons, 8 or 10 of whom w~re chiefs and head men of the 
Osages and the next day he feasted something like 100 Osages." 
The Boudinot Mission was abandoned in 1836 after some five years of 
rather precarious existence. Rev . Dodge remained at the Boudinot until 
it became unsafe to stay longer (1835), at which time he returned to 
Little Osage, (Balltown), Missouri . In this vicinity Rev . Dodge was 
commissioned t o labor by the American Home Missionary Society, after 
having been discharged by the A.B.C.F.M. in the spring of 1836.
71 
71. Missionary Herald, XXXIII , p23 
t 
The school , taught ao l ong by Miss Choate , was discontinu
ed about the 
· 72 
fir s t ot :March. From t he same s:)Urce , we lea
rn that 0 one assistant mis-
s io"Uary is now the only remaining individua
l at the Osage Mission. Should 
the effort soon be made to remove the Indian
s to their reservations it will 
be closed." 
The missionary to whom the "Hera.ldn refers w
as Mr. William c. Requa. 
In all probability his field of labor was ne
ar nHarmony" , although at that 
time .(1837) all of the Osage Indian MissiJne
 had been closed. Of the 
f i nal work of the Presbyterians with· the Os
age Indians of that vicinity the 
following parting comment in the Herald is v
aluablea73 
"As it seemed probably that the Osages would
 soon be gathered up-
on their reservation, and be pmrmitted to re
side there permanently, 
Mr. Requa returned to their country last spri
ng and commenced a new 
agricultural station, where he hoped soon to
 have 50 families settled 
around him. The buildings, improvements and
 l ands at Harmony and 
Union, if advantageously disposed of, and th
e avails (proceedi, wisely 
applied, were likely t o furnish an important
 fund for aiding missionary 
operations among this tribe . 
. 
''Under these circumstances Mr. Requa, the on
ly remaining in-
dividual of the Osage Mission and who had hi
mself nearly determined to 
abandon his work there in discouragement, v
isited their towns last 
autumn. It s~emed to hin: that the providenc
e of God was clearly 
calling to a re-establishment of the Mission
;and accordingly after 
correspondence, with the Committee, he exam
ined their reservation, and 
selected a favorable spot for a large agricu
ltural colony and made 
considerable progress in preparing the requ
isite buildings and other 
improvements . A preacher and shhool teacher
 were expected to join him 
as ,soon as circumstances would permit . But 
during the past summer 
the hostility of other portions of the tribe
 to the new establishment, 
and apparently to all measures for introduci
ng Christian knowledge 
and the arts of civilized life among them, b
ecame manifest. So great 
was the annoyance suffered, and so little pr
ospect of usefulness, or 
even of safety to the settlers and the Missi
on property did there 
seen to be, that in the month of July ~ 838] M
r. Requa ranoved his 
effects and left the reservation. No missio
n station is maintained 
72 . Ibid 
73. Missionary Herald, XXXIV, pl3 
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among the Osages." 
'14. This chapter on the Osage Mission~ would not be complete without some 
further comments on the Rev. Will iam B. Montgomery. Dr . Hill's account 
relates that Rev . Montg~mery was born at Danvill, Pennsylvania and 
died at the Hopefield Mission , August 17, 1834. No further information 
is found in Dr . Hill's · account except the following excerpt from the 
Missionary Herald, :ZXX , p452 . 
"A Frenchman by the name of Beatt (who, has an Indian family 
and is one of the settleta) was the only assistant Mrs . Montgomery 
had through· her husband's sickness. His unremitted exertion to 
save the poor Osages who were f alling around him proved -too great. 
In the midst of his endeavors for their temporal and spiritual 
good , he was taken from among them and from his earthy labor . 
The -messenger of death came suddenly and unexpectedly, yet i t 
found him with his lamp trimmed and burning. He died a most tri-
umphant death. '0~1' said Beatt, ' I never saw a man die so happy 
as that man.' Soon after the attack he excla imed: 'Can it be 
that in less than twenty-four hoursd shall be walking the streets 
of the New Jerusalem?' 'I know', said he, 'Whom I have believed..' 
He l eft mes~ages of love to his Missionary brethren all around, 
exhorting them to fidelity and perseverance in their work. To 
the Osage Mi'ssionru;- ies he said 'Tell them not to give over the 
Gsages, and not to count any sacrifice too great for their sal-
vation.' This is a truly mysterious dispensat L:m of Di-vine 
Pr:i,vidence , just as our dear brother had so far completed the Osage 
language as to be able to conmunicate to them in their own tongu.e, 
he was called away •••••••• If 
. 
III 
THE MISSI -N TO THE WEA AND PI.ANKESHAW I11DI.ANS 
THE MI S~.HON TO TITT WEA 1UlD PI.ANlG-~SH.~W I NDIANS 
The Western Foreign Missionary Society ,
1 to which previous refer -
ence has been made , on the 4th of November , 1833 , organized i
ts "Western 
Mi ssion. " The organization was made in the First Presbyteria
n Church 
at Pittsburg, Pennsylvania , which was so active in Missionary
 endeavor. 2 
ccording to the Missionary Herald ,
3 only five days elapsed before the 
Mission company, composed of the Rev. Messrs . Wells Bushnell,
 and Joseph 
Kerr, with their wives , and the Misses Martha Boal and Nancy 
Henderson 
left Pittsburg on the way to their field of l abor . 
In the previous year, the Rev. W.D. Smith had been cormnission
ed 
by the Society to visit the Indians and to determine the expe
dieney and 
practicability of establishing a Mission among them. In his 
report he 
suggested ~he possibilities of working with the Wea and Piank
eshaw In-
dians located on their reservation which lay , in present Miam
i county, 
just below that of the Shawnee Indians immediately south of th
e Kansas 
river .4 It wa s toward this ultimat e destination, then, t hat 
t he little 
party set out from Pittsburg on the 9th of November, 1833. 
The party started down the Ohio river on a steambo at, which w
ere 
almost a t the height of their brilliant career on the Mississ
ippi, and 
Ohio, at this t ime . At a point about 100 miles below St . Loui
s, Missouri, 
one of the boilers burst, a rather cormon occurence in that p
eriod. The 
1 . Supra, p . 2. 
2 . They, too , established the "loway Mission . " Infra , P• 61
. 
3 . Missionary Her ald, XX, p . 68; The History of American Mis
sions, p . 723 , 
gives the date of t he departure as November 6, 1833. 
4 . History of .American Missions , P• 723. 
missionaries then undertook an overland trip to Independence, Missouri . 
In the course of this journey Miss Martha Boal was badly injured in an 
accident wnich occurred when one of the horses took fright and over-
turned the wagon. Without any further difficulty of note, the arrival 
at Independence was made on the 21st of December, 1833.
5 
No active Mission effort was made during the winter of 1833. A 
Mr . Barnett had early been engaged to erect a sturdy mission house on 
the Wea reservation. Some trouble was experienced in getting the de-
livery of a government permi t for the building and ronstruction was nec-
essarily delayed until the following spr ing. The Weas were, however, 
visited occasionally during that winter on trips from Independence. Fi-
nally, the Mission house was made h~bitable and rea dy f or occupancy. 
6 
The Mission moved into their permanent quarters on April 17, 1834, 
just a century from the present writing. 
Following the usual proceedure , the missionar ies i rrmedia tely set 
about the arduous t a sk of acquiring the Indian l anguage, and a school 
for the ea children wa s organized. Miss Nancy Henderson t aught the 
school, which, unfortunately, had to be abandoned during t he hunts of t he 
7 
winter of 1834-35. It was resumed, of course, in t he f ollowing spring. 
8 
Mr. Henry Bradley came to the 'lfea stat ion ear ly in the year of 1835 
5. Ibid, P• 724. 
6. Ibid. The Rev . F.S .McCabe, D.D., in an address to the Kansas Histor-
ical Society states, tt The Presbyterians founded their fi.rrst Mission 
in Kansas in 1835, among the Wea Indians, who lived near where Ottawa 
now is . " (Publications of Kansa s Historical Society, Vol.I, P• 230) 
7. Ibid. 
8. Green, ll.shbell, D. D. "Presbyterian Missions", pub. 1838. P• 79 
Compare this date with t able on page 52. 
bringing in many needed supplies from the East. In
 June Mr . and Mrs. 
Francis Lindaay , with Mr. and Mrs . Aurey Ballard, le
ft Pittsburg with 
the Wea station as their destination. They arrived 
in the summer, and 
in the same year :rvrr. Balla.rd and Mr . Lindsay journeyed to th
e ttloway" 
station which was about 90 miles to the north. An e
arly arrangement 
was then reached between the two stations whereby th
e Ballards were re-
tained at the Iowa Mission while the Lindsays remain
ed among the Wea In-
dians. Mr. E.M. Sheppard , a.n assistant missionary a
.t the Wea station 
was transferred-to the I owa Mi_ssion, while the Rev. 
Kerr and Miss Nancy 
Henderson divided their work among the two Indian g
roups. Mrs . Henry 
Bradley joined Mr. Bradley at Wea in 1838, at which
 time the Wea Mission 
was abandoned and they continued their work after g
oing to the Iowa 
8 
station. 
Rev. Dunbar, in a letter dated July 29 , 1834, refer
ring to June 14 
9 
of the same year, affords an outside view of Rev. K
err and Rev. Pixley. 
After mentioning the existence of a lesion station 
among the Wea and 
Pia.nkeshaw lndians, liev . Dunbar relates something o
f the story of an 
early cooperative conference of the missionaries. A
t this conference the 
Hev. Messrs. Berryman, Perry, and Johnson of the Me
thodist Church; the 
Rev. Messrs. McCoy, Lykins, Meeker , Simmerwell, and
 ~lanchard of the Bap-
tist Church; and besides the author, Rev. Kerr and R
ev. Pixley of the 
9 
Presbyterian Church. In his diary, item for July 2
5, 1634, Rev. Dunbar 
says that Rev. Kerr, who was made mo derator of the c
onference, preached 
the opening serm~n in the morning, while Rev. Pixley
 filled the pulpit in 
8. Ibid 
9. Kansas Historical Collection, XIV, p . 576-589, Du
nbar was a member of 
the Pawnee Mission in Nebraska. 
the afternoon . 
The "History of American Missions" prints, from co
rrespondence, an 
interesting incident which occurred in the work a t 
\iea •. 10 On the 14th 
of July, 1835, the missionaries were rewarded in pa
rt for many months of 
earnest endeavor by hearing one of the Indians at t
he Wea Mission , Ke -
massa, chief of the Kaskaskias attempt a prayer . 
The missionaries 
stated that this was the first time aey of t hose In
dians had ever heard 
11 
one of their own number offer a prayer to God in th
eir native language . 
Rev . Joseph Kerr evidently did a great deal of stud
y in the Wea 
language for he had some printing done for the Wea 
sta tion on the Meeker 
press located at the Shawnee Baptist Mission. Rev
. Jotham Meeker was 
one of the early Baptist Missionaries corning to th
is field in 1835, 
bringing with him the first press to be operated in
 present Kansas. In 
••A Forgotten Pioneer Press of Kansqs" McMurtrie an
d Allan say that in 
t he old records left by Rev . Meeker are ttems refer
ring to a series of 
printing transactions between Rev . MeeKer and Rev . 
Kerr in which at 
least two orders were given and filled for books in
 the Wea l anguage . 
For the first two or three years the work progresse
d well at the 
Wea sta tion. In March, 1836 , the missionaries were 
able to establish a 
r ather flourishing church. 
12 · 
At the very beginning ten Indians joined 
13 
the congregation. 
10. P• 724/ 
But in the same yea r sad events came to the little 
11 . For a similar incident , see Supra , P• 44. 
12. Authority for this number is the "History of A
merican Missions" , P• 724. 
In his "Presbyterian Missions, n however, Dr . Green 
says there were 
only five native converts . 
13. Compare with the Indian memb ership of Harmony 
Church; Supra, P• 30. 
group. Mrs . Joeeph Kerr , whose health had been failing since her 
arrival at the Wea station, was forced to return to Pittsburg. After 
having received an honorable discharge from the Society, Rev. Kerr left
 
the Mission to join his wife in t ebruary of 1837 . Rev. Kerr was re-
14 
placed by the appointment of Rev. John .h'leming. 
The following table gives the length of service of some of the 
15 
persons engaged in the work at this place. 
Miss Martha Boal , 1833-34 
Rev. Wells Bushnell and wife, 1833- 35 
Miss Nancy Henderson, 1833-36 
Rev. Joseph Kerr and wife, 1833-37 
Mr. Henry Bradley , 1834-38 
Mr. E.M. Sheppard, 1834-35 
Mr . and Mrs. F .H. Lindsay, 1835- 36 
Rev. John Fleming, 1837- 38 
Mrs . Henry Bradley, 1838 
llllr . James .Duncan, 1838 
-Rev. Wells Bushnell did not remain long at the Wea station. Of his 
later life , this excerpt from the correspondence of Rev. John .LJunbar re
-
16 
:ferring to April 29 , 1834, tells something. "Here Independence, Mo.
 
we :found Rev. Mr . Bushnell, who with his :family had recently left the 
14.. "History of Amer i can Missi,:ms" , p725. After Wea Mission was given
 
up, Fl eming went to the Great Lakes Mission. 
15. "Hist orical Sketches of Presbyterian Missions" p32l. 
16. Kansas Historical Collections , XIV, p592 . Obviously the date "Ap
ril 29 , 
1834, " is not cor rect . lt must have been at least one year l ater. 
Wea and Piankeahaw Mission , where he had been stat
ioned as the asso-
ciate of Mr . Kerr . The reason he ass igned for leaving
 the Mission , were 
the small number of Indians thnt could be influenc
e by it, and the 
peculiar circumstances of his family •••••••••• " 
At any rate , the Mission did not have an extended 
existence being 
abandoned in 1838.
17 
The missionaries of the Methodist Church were al -
ready established among the Wea and Piankeshaw bef
ore the creation of the 
"Western Mission" in 1833 . In the report of Rev . 
Thomas Johnson, an 
active Methodist Missionary , to the Corresponding 
Secretary of the Mis -
sionary Society of the Methodist Episcopal Church ,
 dated December 29 , 1831, 
we find this " •••••••••• brother Wm . Johnson and m
yself were appointed to 
labor together among the different iribes of India
ns living on and near 
the Kansas river, viz ., the Shawnees, Delaware, Ka
nsas , Peoria, Pianke-
shaws , and ea. Our work thus laid off was called
 'The Mission on the 
Kanzas"• .
18 
At a later date this ''Mission of the Kanzas" was s
ubdivided 
and the Rev . E. T. Perry , writing from the Delaware
 Mission, July 24 , 1843, 
says, "The Peoria Mission , situated some 40 miles 
southwest of the 
Shawnees , and operat ing among several fr agments of
 tribes is doing well . 
The missionary has two stated preaching places twe
lve miles distant from 
each other, the one with the Peorias , the other wi
th the Weas, each of 
19 
which he visits twice a week." 
20 
Commenting on this situation , the History of Ameri
cun Missions 
17. History of Amer ican Missions, P • 724. 
18. Kansas Historical Collection, XVI , P• 255 . 
19. Ibid , P• 256 . 
20. P • 725. 
points out that the work was not progressing as well as m
ight be because 
of the close proximity or the Methodist Mission among the
 Peorias. The 
members of both tribes attended the school and services o
f either in-
discriminately . Hence , after the Presbyterian Mission wa
s abandoned the 
Peoria missionary had a 11 stated preaching placen among th
e Wea; because 
of this condi tion , and the opportunity for a free hand at
 the "Ioway" 
station which was by now getting a splendid start on its 
long career, the 
Mission was given up. The several buildings at the stati
on were sold to 
the United States Government. As the station was nearby,
 many of those 
laboring at the Wea station were agreeable to a transfer 
t o t he Iowa 
Mission in which connection they will be mentioned again
. 
IV 
THE KICKAPOO MISSION 
THE KICKAPOO MISSION 
Very little seems to be known of the Kickapoo Missio
n; .Andreas does 
not mention it at all, although he does say that a R
ev. W.H. Honnell was 
located in Brown county and was in the service of th
e Presbyterian Mis-
1 
sion Board: one volume of the Kansas Historical Col
lections relates that 
a boarding school was established by the Presbyteria
n Church for the Kick-
apoo Indians in 1856. The latter narrative continue
s by saying that the 
work was persevered in until June 1860. The buildin
g was again used from 
1866 until November, 1871, during which time, at the
 expense of the Indian 
rund, a school for the Indians was carried on. The 
old boarding school 
building was dismantled at the latter date to make w
ay for the erection 
of a new school building. 
Although meager, there is a little more available info
rmation re-
garding the Rev. H.W. Honn l who organized the Kick
apoo Mission in 1856.
2 
Rev. Bonnell had just been graduated from the semin
ary school of Dra • 
. Breckenrid•e, Humphry, and Reasar at Danville, Ken
tucky, when he came to 
Kansas in 1856, having previously attended Miami Un
iversity at Oxford, 
1. Vol. IX, p566 
2. Beginning in July, 1881, and running at interva
ls until April, 1882, a 
series of articles were published in the Atchison "W
eekly Championn 
which were written by Honnell relating some of his e
xperiences in 
Kansas. Unfortunately, most of the material refers 
to more mundane 
affairs than mission work. Still muoh of the follow
ing information 
has been gleaned from them. 
Ohio. 3 At this time, as he states, St. Joseph was only a
 small town. 
Rather frequent trips were made to St. Joseph to procure 
supplies for 
the Mission. On these trips Rev . Honnell says that they 
often camped 
near the Cottonwood spring about two miles south of prese
nt Troy. 
A considerable group of persons were engaged in the labor
 at the 
Kickapoo station. A publication of the Woman's Foreign M
issionary So-
ciety of the Presbyterian Church, "Historical Sketehes of
 Presbyterian 
Missions," lists the people there and the length of thei
r service: 
Rev. W.H. Honnell, 1856-57 
Rev. and :Mrs. A.E. Thorne, 1857-1860 
4 
Mr. and Mrs. E. Hubbell, 1856-57 
Miss Hortense Cogan, 1858-1860 
Miss Mary Co.never, 1857-68 
Miss Margaret J. Shields, 1857 
This is probably an incomplete list, for Rev. Honnell also m
entions a 
Miss Angie Bashford and a Miss Jennie Moore. According t
o Rev. Honnell's 
narrative, the latter married his brother Henry, which w
as, he says, the 
first marria ge of a white couple in the whole area. 
A school was established immediately, but Rev. Honnell sa
ys, "We 
had only boys in our Mission school, and could not secure
 the attendance 
of girls, because the few who lived beyond childhood's di
seases were 
kept at home, in assisting their mothers in work, as men 
were hunters 
3. Andreas, p748 
4. 
Along with TransylTania University at Lexington. Kentucky
, Miami 
University was of the more important colleges in the West
. Miami 
University was opened in 1824. (Riegel, Robert, .America 
Moves West,p207) 
In one of his articles in the "Weekl3 Champion" Rev. Hon
nell mention 
the Hubbells, although he calls the name "Hubbard ... 
and lords." In 1856 one of the first pu
pils at the Mission school was 
5 
the son of Mashena, principal chief of th
e Kickapoo Indians at that time. 
"We had hardly settled down to work in th
e Mission till one of 
these peculiar Indian customs demanded ou
r attention ••••••••• ", Rev.Honnell 
said. "An Indian had killed another in a
 drunken spree. The brother of 
the slain man, according to their heredi
tary law, became the avenger of 
blood, unless satisfaction could be rend
ered, or the slayers escaped to 
some friendly tribe, as a place of refuge
. Baldwin, the agent, sought 
my influence to stay the shedding of bloo
d, at least until the law should 
be established in our region, ••••••••• Af
'ter a long parley, the avenger of 
blood accepted ten ponies to stay his han
d until a trial of the case 
should be had in court, and manslaughter 
was thus virtually condoned, as 
the case never came to trial."
6 
In a letter dated January 10, 1857, and w
ritten from Lodiana., Kansas, 
Rev. Honnell preserves some valuable info
rmation concerning the beginning 
7 
of the work at the Kickapoo station. R
ev . Honn.ell evidently came to 
Kansas in the June of 1856 at which time
 he promised such a letter to the 
Leavenworth newspaper. In this epistle R
ev. Honnell locates the Mission 
on the headwaters of the Grasshopper rive
r amJng the half-civilized, though 
· upright and very interesting, Kickapoo 
Indians. The country surrounding 
the Mission he described as rich and bea
utiful, being well-watered. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
Atchison "Weekly Cl),ampion", Sept . 24, 188
1. 
Ibid 
The letter was written to the editor of t
he Kansas Weekly Herald, 
Leavenwo.rth, and appeared in that paper o
n the last day of January, 
1857. 
The Mission he says was established under the c
are of the Old School 
of the Presby,erian Church and located in an ea
sily accessible place. Both 
the nearby town of Lodiana, from which he wrote
, and the Mission were on 
the newly completed government road, which stret
ched from Fort Leavenworth 
to Fort Laramie. This federal road, by the way
, was a well traveled one 
for it was used not only by those going to 8'ort
 Laramie, but also by the 
traffic bound tor the tar West; Salt Lake City an
d southern California. 
A .new road which crossed the government road on
 the Kickapoo Reserve was 
just surveyed in 1856 from Nebraska City, Nebra
ska, to Lawrence, Kansas . 
As a consequence of these transportational faci
lities, the Mission, says 
Rev. Honnell, was as well kn.own as it was easil
y reached and 0 has already 
attracted much attention am~ng the emigrants of
 that the Presbyterian 
denomination." It was expected by Rev. Honnen
 that a great deal of the 
Free State emigrati on from the northern states 
would pass along the 
8 
Nebraska City - Lawrence Road and hence travers
e the Indian Reserve . 
And, of course, the same was true of the east-w
est traffic along the 
government road, including that traffic bound fo
r St. Joseph as well as 
that for Fort Leavenworth. 
Besides his duties as a miesi ~nary, Rev. Honnel
l must have been much 
interested in the other aspects of his life nea
r Lodiana. In fact, he 
considered the town with its ~igrant, Governme
nt, Mission and Indian 
trade as one of the best inland towns in the Te
rritory . For any emi-
grant Presbyterians who were interested he rath
er minutely defines the 
e. In the series of articles published in the Kansas Weekl
y Champion 
(see footnote number 2, page 47} Rev. Honnell re
fers to many 
incidents which happened du.ring the years of the
 :&'ree State migra-
tion. 
location of Lodia.na a.s being "45 miles northwest of
 Leavenworth , 24 west 
of Atchison, 27 west of Doniphan, 35 southwest of S
t. Joseph and 26 south-
west of Iowa Point." The fact that his distances a
re hardly correct 
probably matters little. There were three settleme
nts at Lodiana and all 
were living "in peace, and are in a very contented 
and prosperous condi -
tion", truly this would do credit to a reai estate ag
ent. As a matter of 
fact, Lodiana was in the midst of a boom. The coun
try in which it was 
located was rich in limestone and stone coal, well-w
atered and fairly 
heavily wooded. Because of the limestone a great de
al of concrete work 
was done there as it was thus cheaper than using br
ick masonry and not 
much more expensive than frame. ~he Mission , Rev. H
onnell states, was a 
concrete structure, but unfortunately he does not te
ll us anything further 
about its size, form or equipment. Town shares were
 being sold in Lo-
diana at the time or his writing for the price of on
e hundred dollars each, 
"the proceeds of the sale of the town shares we exp
ect to expend in build-
ing on the townsite mostly of this concrete work." 
The Rev. Honnell was engaged in some army work durin
g the Civil War , 
but returned to the general neighborhood of his firs
t missionary work 
9 
afterwards. One of the earliest Presbyterian churc
hes in Kansas was 
organized by Rev. Honnell near Kennekuk, Atchison co
unty, in 1870. Along 
with the Rev. William Hamilton, of whom more will be
 said in connection 
with his labors at the lowa Mission, Rev. Hormell w
as one of the "church 
fatherstt of Kansas as, with a few others, they helpe
d to establish the 
first presbyterial and synodical organizations in t h
e state.10 
9 . 
10 . 
.Andreas , p748 
Rev Honnell relates some r ather sketchy points of t
his work in the 
Kan;as Weekly Ohampion in the last article appearing
 in April, 1882. 
Mr. George A. Hoot, who has charge of the newspaper sectio
n at the 
Kansas Historical Society Library, told me that his uncle
, Frallk Adams 
who became the first secretary of the Kansas Historical S
ociety , was at 
one time the 1ndian Agent for the Kickapoos . Mr . Root said
 that in this 
capacity Mr. Adams knew and highly esteemed the whole Hon
nell family and 
on occas i on would refer to their work in that section of 
the state . 
V 
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THE HSSIOlil' TO '.l.1HE IO"v'AY . SAC .AND ~ox INDIANS 
The sources differ on the date for the beginnings of Pr
esbyterian 
mission endeavor among the Iowa, Sac and Fox Indians of
 what has be-
come northeastern Kansas . In some places 1835 is given
 as the date, in 
others, 1837. In some respects each is correct . In th
e year 1835 ~r . 
and Mrs . Aurey Ballard had come out to the Wea and Pian
keshaw station 
but ent immediately to take up work with the Iowa Indi
ans . The 
arrangement which placed the Ballards at the Iowa Missi
on left the 
Lindsays at the Wea station, and divided the tirre betwe
en the two 
stations for the Rev . Joseph Kerr and for Miss Nancy He
nderson has 
been referred to abovel. The Ballards were forced to r
etire from the 
field of active work in 1837 due to the f a iling health 
of both. In 
1837 also occurred the departure of the Kerrs because R
ev . Kerr received, 
at his own request, an honorable discharge from duty wh
ich enabled h1m 
to return to Pittsburg where he might join his wife. M
rs . Kerr's poor 
health had made it necessary for her to leave some months p
reviously . 
Miss Henderson had left the service in 1836.
2 In 1837 Rev . and Mrs . S.M. 
Irvin came from Pittsburg to continue the work. Thus, 
the real date for 
the beginnings of the Iowa, Sac and Fox Mission is 1835
, but, because of 
Rev . Irvin ' s great work, it is often considered to be 1
837. 3 
l. Supra, P• 50 . 
2. Historical Sketches of Presbyterian Missions , P• 40
. 
3 . Although I refer to s. M. Irvin all through this chapter as Rev . s. 
M. Irvin, his ordination as a minister of the Gospel di
d not take 
place until some few years after his work at the Iowa s
tation was 
begun. See references concerning this which Rev. Irvin
 makes in the 
excerpts given from his Mary on pages 96 , 97, and 98, 
of the 
Appendix . 
/ 
Aa the Neosho Mission for the Osages was est
ablished before all of 
t he Osages were t r ansferred to their new tre
aty reservation, so with the 
wor k at Iowa Mission. Although the Ballards
, Rev . Kerr, and Miss Nancy 
Henderson were able to work with them as ear
ly as 1835, the treaty giv-
ing them the reservation to be described was
 not negotiated until 1837 
and not until that date were all the Iowas a
nd the Sacs and Foxes of 
Missouri looGted on that reservation.
4 "In 1837 the government of the 
United States removed the Iowa , Sac and Fox In
dians from the Platte 
Purchase in Missouri , to their new reservati
on west of the Missouri 
river, and located them on the public domain
 between the northern bound-
ary of the Kickapoo lands above Fort Leavenw
orth and the Great Nemeha 
river , along the 40th parellel, which was es
tablished by act of Congress 
in the Kansas-Nebraska Bill as the boundary 
between Kansas and Nebraska . 
With these Indians the Presbyterian Board of
 Missions sent the Rev. 
Samuel M. Irvin, a Pennsylvanian by birth, as
 missionary, and he estab-
lished the Iowa and Sac Mission north of the
 public road which now con-
nects Highland and Highland Station, and abo
ut midway between these two 
l n5 paces •••• • • •• • • 
Rev. and Mrs. Irvin began the journey t o the
 Iowa country in the 
spring of 1837 , leaving Pittsburg on the 14t
h of March and reaching their 
destination on the first of November . Rev. 
Williare Hamilton, their co-
T 
4&6. so Mr . Pryor Plank describes the found
ing of the lowa Mission in 
his article "The Iowa, Sao and ]?ox Indian M
ission and its mis-
sionaries , Rev . Samuel M. Irvin and wifen , K
ansas Historical 
Collections , Vol . X, pp3l2- 326. This article
 contains the only 
pictures I have seen of Rev. Irvin and Mrs. 
Irvin. 
worker who became the close ftiend of the Irvin
e, arrived with bis wife 
(Julia Ann N. MoOiffin) on the 29th of Deoember
. 6 
The Irvine did not proceed directly to the site o
f the Iowa Mission 
in present Doniphan county, Kansas, but first v
isited those Indians with 
whom they later worked on their reservation in 
the Platte Purchase, 
7 
Missouri. The Irvins arrived at this point in 
April, 1837. Rev. Irvin 
describes the 830 Indians which they found ther
e as "a wild warlike rov-
ing people and in a most wretched condition, de
pending malily on the 
chase for a subsistence. Their habitation were
 of the most fra il and 
temporary kind. They were shelt ers in the form
 of huts or houses made 
of the bark of trees stretched over slender pol
es and tied together with 
bark strings, or they were tents or lodges made
 of the skins of the buf-
falo or elk and s:ewed together with the sinews 
of these ani?Icals. These 
bark houses were mainly for summer shelter, and
 would in a few years 
yield to the wear of time, when they would be a
bandoned and a new loca-
tion sought. The skin tents were carried with 
them, and made their 
habitations wherever they chanced to stop. The
y were strictly a migra-
8 
tory and unsettled people." 
Such was the type and c ~ndition of people with 
whom the lrvins 
and the Hamiltons were to labor for many year s.
 Rev. lrvin, however, 
did not expect to be there long because of his 
ill health. Fearing 
6. History of American Missions, p
723. 
Mr. Plank also dates the arrival of Hamilton with D
ec.29, 1837. 
Kansas Historical Collections , X, p319. 
7. Letter of Rev. 1rvin. Historical Collection
s, X, p312-314. 
8. Ibid. 
consumption, and afflicted with poor health, Rev. I
rvin decided to 
spend the few remaining year& of his life in aiding
 the Indians who had 
9 
not been reached by the Gospel . The entries in hi
s diary for the early 
years af the Iowa Station indicate the state of his
 mind and body for 
he frequently refers to the varying condition of hi
s health. Typical~ 
of the sort of thing he confided to his diary while
 in a despondent, or 
rather reflective, mood is this little excerpt from
 an entry on New 
Years Day, 1841. "This is the first time in my Jou
rnal which I have 
written 41 and perhaps before that date shall scece
 my fingers may be 
stiffened by the chill hand of death. One thing is
 clear I am a year 
nearer my grave than when 1 comnenced to write 1840
. How solemn should 
I feel on this occasion. The year past I have been 
wonderfully favoured 
with health and favours and I ought to have made gre
at advances towards 
the kingdom of Glory. But 1 have but two much reas
on to fear thut 
little or no needful preparation has been found. B
ut upon this the new 
years address which is prefixed to this volumn will
 more fully express 
my fear and resolutions. To see how this issue of 
my life will meet 
what I now expect should I be spared through this year
 I have thought 
god to write my prospects. lam now sitting in the
 west room of my 
house where I hope if' spared to be on next new year
s day." While Rev. 
Irvin was probably never a very well man, he did re
cover suf"ficient 
of his lost health to live a good many years after 
he wrote the above 
quotation in his diary. He did n~t die until he ha
d reached the age 
of seventy-five, 1887. His wife, Mrs. Eliza, prece
eded him in death 
9. McMurtrie and Alla.n, pl3. 
as she passed away in 1886. The Irvins are e
ntered a t Highland , Kansas, 
near the place in which they labored so long a
nd faithfully . 10 
Rev. Irvin found , as his letters and diary in
dicate , that the Iowa 
men like their distant relatives the Osages, 
took great delight and 
f ound their chief employment in warfare. Nee
dless to say, the Iowa In-
dians indulged in their favorite pastime and s
port as often as the oppor-
tunity presented itself. Frequently the oppo
rtunity was created. In 
the Iowa system , writes Rev . Irvin, a conside
rable part of the war spirit 
expressed itself- among the "females" who had t
heir full sh.a.re in the war 
dance . The more honored Indian men would carr
y a large shrub or the 
branch of a tree in the dance from which they 
suspended mutilated par-ts 
of the anatomy of previous victims of their pr
owess in warfare . Gener-
ally the fingers or toes of such were hung pen
dant from the shrub or 
branch, but occasionally even hands or feet d
ecorated the ceremonial 
foliage. 
The ignorance of the Indians, as exemplified b
y their destruction 
of their own property is almost unbelievable. 
The year a~ter the Iowa, 
Sac and Fox Indians left Missouri to go to the
ir new homes, 1837-1838, 
the government began the erection of five dou
ble log houses in fulfill-
11 
ment of treaty obligations to the Indians . 
.Aftar their completion, 
Rev. Irvin describes them as having"• • •••• a 
passage of ten feet between 
being equal to ten muses of si"xteen by eighte
en, • • ••• • • " The log houses 
were an excellent piece of construction espec
ially for the frontier 
10 . Kansas Historical Collections, X, P• 322 .
 
11 . Kansa s Historical Collections, X, p . 314 
(letter from Rev . Irvin) 
country. Each log house was equipped wi
th doors and glass windows, a 
good stone fireplace and chimney, wooden
 floors and a shingle roor.
12 
In addition to the buildings for the Ind
ians the Govermnent fenced and 
broke 200 acres of land for farming whic
h were divided into ten acre 
plots. In further interest of their pro
gress agriculturally the Indians 
were furnished with 100 htiad of milk cow
s and 100 head of stock hogs, 
and a large quantity of farm ing utensils
. At a cost of i2 ,880 a lai'ge 
water mill was built for their use about
 five miles northwest of the 
Mission on Mill Creek. Rev . Irvin relat
es that for a short time the 
Indians occupied the log houses but they 
soon returned to their old 
livi.o.g methods and used the bark or skin
 huts. The doors and windows, 
as well as the wooden flooring, were take
n out and traded off for 
trinkets or sold to obtain money with wh
ich to purchase quantities of 
that delightful beverage the white man h
as urged upon them. The rails 
of the fences and the logs from the hous
es were soon moved off to be 
consumed for fuel. In their state of ha
lf-civiliaation the Indiana 
could hardly have been expected to keep u
p the fields which had been 
broken out and "in a few years", says Re
v. Irvin. "the houses were not 
to be found, and the place where the fiel
ds had been could not be 
distinguished.'' '.i..'he cattle and hogs wer
e soon devoured for food and a 
fire consumed the water and grist mill in
 1837 reducing it to ashes.
13 
In the midst of the reservation of such a
 group of Indians the 
permanent structures for the Mission wer
e set up, The 320 acre tract 
on which the mission building st~od was 
located about a mile east . and 
12. Ibid, p313 
13. Ibid 
a little north of the town of Highland , in
 Doniphan county, Kansas . 
small watercourse bearing the name of Miss
ion Branch and tributary to 
Wolf creek flows through this acreage and 
helps to further identify the 
site . In addition, a part of the brick an
d stone structure which wa s 
erected and completed in 1846 still remain
s as a land mark . 14 Near this 
loca tion the rude beginnings ~f the Missio
n were built in 1835 under the 
auspices of the . estern 
11'oreign Missionary Society of the Synod {!_r
esby-
teria.i] of Pennsylvania .
15 By _1837, when ~ev. Irvin crune, the transfer
 
of the W. F.M . S. to the Board of ~·oreign M
issiJn of the Presbyterian 
16 
Church hn.d been made . The first mission
 building #as constructed in 
true frontier style. The logs were hauled
 out of the forest and ttscalpedtt 
afterwards. The building was onl y a one-s
tory structure covered with 
clapboards which were held in position wit
h weight pol es . 'l'he hol es 
and cracks between the wal l logs were fil l
ed in with mortar made from 
Mother Earth. The •lission building was ev
en denied the sort of board 
flooring with which the government had fur
nished the loe houses they 
built for the Indians and a puncheon fl oor
 was the best sort of floor 
they could have , nor was there the stone f
ireplace and chimney of the 
government-built houses . 'l'he Missi::m was 
forced to be content with a 
· 17 
chimney of sticks held together and made f
ireproof with clay mortar . 
After the end of the first year {1837) the
 mission staff w&s in-
14. Mc:Murtrie and Allan, p . 14. 
15 . Kansas Historical uollections, X, P • 
314. 
16 . Supra, P• 2 . 
17. Kansa s Historical Collections , 
X, P • 314. 
OU 
creased by three . Mr . Henry Bradley , who had been st
ationed at the *ea 
..,. 
Mis sion since 1834, and his wife , who had j ust joi
ned him there , cume 
t o the Iowa Miss i on by transfer . Mr . Br~dley was 
particularly interested 
in the agricultural aspects of the work with the I
ndians , while his wife , 
i n the three years of their work at the station {1
838-1841) was of general 
as sistance .
18 Miss 1tosett a Hardy also joined the 1 ission family 
in 
1838 but she completed her term of service there i
n one year . 19 
.Among the manifold difficulties of mission life wa
s the trouble 
experienced in getting the mail through to the sta
tion. In his diary 
Rev . Irvin often mentions the f act t hat he has ju
st wri t ten a let ter to 
some friend or a. report to the ,'oreign .Board becau
se he had learned 
that some neighbor or acquaintance was expecting t
o Ji:ake the overland 
trip to !:3t . Joseph or to fi'ort Leavenworth on the f
ollowing day . Until 
1840 the mi ssionaries received all of the±± ma il t
hrough the Post Office 
at Liberty, in Ulay county, .il-i issour i . The method 
of ava iling themselves 
of this frontier service was to travel on horsebac
k the fifty some mi1es 
to Liberty . 'l'his trip was made twice a hear; one 
trip in t he f all , one 
in the spring. In J une, 1840, however, a Post Off
ice was established 
at i obideaux' s trading post , called 
11 Blacksnake Hills" , now St . Joseph, 
Missouri . 20 The mail service was thus speeded up 
considerably because 
of the lesser distance , and the trips, which were 
made more fr equently, 
18. See diary entry for June 7 & 10 , 1842 , Appen
dix, PP• 94- 95 . 
19 . Historical Skethches of Presbyterian Missions
, p. 40 . 
20 . Kansas Historica l Col lections, , P• 319. 
21 
only occupied two days with an ox team and w
agon. 
Neither Rev. Irvin nor Rer. Hamilton were fami
liar with the tech-
nique of operating a printing press yet they
 early solicited the Board 
of Foreign Missions for a printing~press. T
hey were willing to under-
take the operation of such a small press if
 it could be procured for 
their use at the Mission. The request was 
finally granted and the 1843 
Report of the Board of Foreign Missions ear!
"ied this 1 tem, "The whole 
expense of the press of the size wanted, in
cluding type and :fixtures, 
did not exceed · ,li250. :J.'he press arrived ·in A
pril, 1843." It can read-
ily be seen that such a press was rather me
ager equipment but the mere 
incident of its entry into what is now Kansa
s is noteworthy in itself. 
This press was the second one to enter the 
state. One preceeded it in 
1833, that one being the press operated by t
he Rev. Joathim Meeker at 
22 
the Methodists Shawne~ Mission. No time w
as wasted after the press 
was installed in 1843 before it was put into
 operation. Rev. lrvin and 
Rev. Hamilton, especially the l atter, bad s
pent many months of hard 
concentrated effort in acquiring the iowa la
nguage and by 1843 t hey 
had composed a syllabary of the language use
d by the I owa, Otoe and 
Missouri Indians. Some of the first books 
ever printed in that tongne 
were struck off in 1843. 'he first book pu
blished at the "Ioway and 
Sac Mission Press", a primer-type of text bo
ok for use in the mission 
school, came out under the title "An Elementary
 Book of. the loway 
21. Ibid 
22. McMurtrie and Allan, _pl2. This little 
book is a study of Meeker's 
press at Shawnee Mission especially, but it 
also includes muoh 
material of more general interest. 
70 
Language ... This book contained 101 pages, while one of 62 pages, 
"Original Hymns in the Ioway Language" ,. was also printed in the same 
year, 1843. The "Ioway Primer", perhaps ztiore well-known, a book of 
150 pages, was printed in 1847.
23 The title page of that book con-
tained this information: 
AN IOWAY GRAMMAR, 
illustrating the principles of the language 
used by the Iowa, Otoe and Missouri. 
Prepared and printed by Rev. Wm. Hmnilton 
and Rev. s. M. Irvin under the direction of the 
.Presbyterian Board of •oreign Missions 
Ioway and Sac Mission Press 1848 
Rev. Bamilton relates something of this phase of their work in a 
letter which he wrote in 1891, shortly before his death. 
24 "I remember 
I often thought part of my preparation for the Sabbath was washing th
e 
boys on Saturday evening, and getting them clean for the Sabbath. I 
taught them both in English and Iowa - the books in Iowa were prepare
d 
by myself, and the type set by Mr. Irvin; and we together struck off
 
the sheets and folded and bound them. I then taught the children to 
read them, I often thought that if all authors had first to study a 
language then write a book and print it, and then teach the children 
to 
23. Andreas, A. T., p. 472. 
24. Kansas Historical Uollections, X, P• 315. 
read it there would not be a.a many t
rash books published as there are . 
We prepared and printed an elementa
ry book of 101 pages , a translation 
of the childrens catechism, a gramm
ar of 150 pages, and a hymn book of 
fift y hymns in Iowa. I printed abou
t sixteen pages of Matthew ' s Gospel.
" 
A series of fragmentary entries are 
dotted through the diary of 
Rev. Irvin which cono~mi the work o
f translation and printing. On June
 
7 , 1842 , is this entry: non Thursda
y I went on to Liberty and put up 
at the tavern of l/.Lf . Isenhour • • ••• • •
• • Friday I made contract for doing 
the printing for the school and from
 this until Thursday 1 was emploid 
mainly in seeing to the printing and
 correcting proofs . " '.!.hat, of 
course, was about a year before the
ir own press arrived. During January
, 
1844, such items as the following ap
pear in the daily comments in the 
diary: "In the offie e setting type
, etc . "; "Spent the day in the offise
 
at type setting and study ••••• "; "F
inished setting up one f orm of pages
 
for the primary book •••• • "; "Struck
 off 160 :,heats of 16 pages to make 
, 25 
2460 in all •• ••••••• " 
The Iowa Mission was better favored 
for a building in whi ch to 
carry on the requisite operations fo
r the work than were any of the 
previously studied stations . Partia
lly to account for this good for-
tune is the explanation that the Pit
tsburg, Pennsylvania, Presbyterians 
were interested in the Iowa Mission
. It will be recalled that the 
Western Foreign Missionary Society, 
so closely connected with Pennsyl-
25. Much of the original diary left
 behind by Rev . S.M. Irvin is in a 
splendid state of preservation and m
ay be found in the manuscript 
seotion at the Kansas Historical Soc
iety Library. It is through 
the courtesy of the Rev. Robert R. I
rwin , now pastor of the First 
Presbyterian Church at Highland, Kan
sas , that so much of this 
diar y , in facsimile , was made availa
ble for my personal use during 
the past f ew ~onths . 
vanian Presbyterians , organized the Iowa Sta
tion. Consequently a great 
deal of financial aid came from this more or
 less wealthy group who had 
such a vital interest in the fellow- townspeo
ple who were laboring in 
26 
the West. Probably the successful financi
ng of the Mission can be 
completely explained with the further inform
ation that tor nearly twenty 
years the Indians donated and annual sum of 
$2 , 000 from their annuities 
to t he Mission. In 1860 , however, this con
tribution was withdrawn a 
new treaty having meanwhile been signed with
 the United States Govern-
. 
27 
ment (1854) which arranged for their remova
l in the near fu~ure . As 
a consequence of this treaty a number of the
_ Indians had left the re-
servation by 1860 and the further granting o
f the sum to the Mission 
seemed impractical. Thus, without any great
 outlay of money on their 
own part, the Presbyterian Board w~s able to
 begin the erection of a 
splendid building for the Iowa Mission in 18
45. 
This new mission building was a thres-story 
structure of ample size 
being 106 feet long and 37 feet wide. The d
ining hall on the first floor 
and the chapel on the second floor were each
 34' x 30'; the largest of 
the thirty-two rooms the building contained.
 The first floor, which 
was part underground, was constructed of dre
ssed limestone taken from a 
28 
quarry in the nearby hills . The two upper s
tories were built of brick. 
As the structure was originally, a belfr3 wa
s placed over the center so 
that the overall height of the building was 
fifty-two feet. The shin-
gles, door and window frames , and all of the
 finishing lumber were ship-
26 . Historical Sketches of Presbyterian Mi
ssions, p42. · 
27. Ibid. 
28 . Mr . Plank was not certain , but he expres
sed the opinion that the 
bricks for t he upper stories were made not f
ar from the Mission. 
Historical Collections , X, p316 . 
ped out of Pittsburg to St. Joseph w
here a transfer was made to ox teams
 
which carted the material to the Mi
ssion. 29 It has been mentioned that
 
a great deal of financial aid for th
e building came from Pittsburg and, 
in all probability, the money was co
nverted into materials directly at 
Pittsburg. According to a publicat
ion of the Women's For~ign Missionar
y 
Society the school was erected at a 
cost of ~6,000 to i 7,ooo.
30 Andreas 
says that the "Ioway Mission" buildi
ng was sold to J.P. Jolmson, High--
land, Kansas, in 1868.
31 At any rate, it certainly changed han
ds a few 
times after its abandonment in 1866
. After that date a considerable 
. part of the building was removed fr
om time to time and in 1907 a sever
e 
windstorm did a good· deal of damage
. 32 However, possibly a fourth of i
t 
is still standing as a monument to t
he labor of those who served there. 
The Rev. Robert R. Irwin, pastor at 
Highland , Kansas, writing on_ the 8th
 
of May,' 1934, tells me that there is
 now "a project on foot to restore 
this building and ~ej lo ·k to a suitable
 recognition of the centennial 
of the coming of the Rev. S.M. Irvin
 in 1937." 
Rev . Irvin's diary is entertaining 
in his description of some of 
the bustie which attended the work o
f building the new mission school. 
"January 1, 1845. 
non last evening Mr. Alfred and Mr.
 Miller came to our house 
on business of the building. They a
re both brick masons and both 
wish the job. Mr. M. was r ather dis
satisfied that he did not get 
the job secured, and Mr . Alfred rema
ined until after dinner when 
he went across to the point, and I w
ent with. him that far. In the 
evening had prayer me ,3ting at Mr. H
amilton's and owing to the press 
or' business on my mind I did not enj
oy myself so well ••••••• 
11 
29. Ibid 
30. Historical Sketches of Presbyt
erian Missions, p42. 
3l. Andreas, A.T., p472. 
32. Connelley, Wm. E., Kansas, p24
5. 
"Friday and Saturday_ 3 & 4 . 
''Went to St . Joseph and made a contract 
with Dr . Ked, to saw 
our joist , etc., and also a contract wi
th a kickapoo chef to get 
wha. t timber from him we would want to m
ake the saw logs • • •••••• • • 11
 
"Monday 6th 
" •••••••••••••••Business seems to press 
ree sore ••• ••• • • • " 
"Tuesday 7th 
" •• • ••• • •••••••• Now six hands which req
uires not a little care and 
attention , and seems t o distract my min
d • • • • • • • 11 
"Monday 13th St . Joseph , Mo . 
" ••••• This morning Istarted as soon as 
I conveniently could 
with Maj . Richardson to St . Joseph on b
usiness of the mission or the 
mission improvement. My main object wa
s to contract for the brick 
work but not .finding the man at home I 
was detained to no purpose • •• • 
• • • • elt much unhappiness on being so m
uch expo sed to strangers on 
the business of the world which it seem
s in my situation I cannot 
well avoid ••••••• " 
"Friday 17 
" ••••••• -••• and in the afternoon went to 
the stone quarry to see 
how things were getting along there •••••
• •• " 
The school was for the children of the 
Iow~, Sac and Fox reserva-
tions primarily , but many others attende
d the boarding school coming 
from great distances . Speaking of the 
scholars thus enrolled, Mr . Plank 
says that , "they were gathered up from 
five different tribes ranging 
over a territory westward from the Miss
ouri riv€r for more than a 
33 
thousand miles t o the Snake river in Ida
.ho . The newly construct ed 
building provided an adequ te accomodat
ion for a large number of pupils. 
Rev . S.M. Irvin naturally made a strong
 effort to create enthusiasm for 
the school and for an educational progra
m in general which would include 
work with the adult midians , but his ef
fort only met with rather in-
34 
different success in this respect . H
is report to Colonel D. Vander -
33 . Kansas Hi storical Collections , X, p
. 317 . 
The f i ve tribes were : Blackfeet , Sioux
, Sac, Fox , and Iowa. (See 
letter r epr oduced Dn this page } 
34. Ibid , P• 320 . 
slice, agent at the G:iteat Nemeha agency, 
indicates the character of the 
work at the boarding school and gives a 
fine picture of the general 
situation at the Mission. 
"Iowa and Sac Mission, September 20, 1854
 
Dear Sir - Our school during the past ye
ar averaged 42. Up to may we 
had 44. In that month some Otoes persuad
ed three of our boys off 
to their village, and one of our girls d
ied about the same time, 
leaving us but 40. These children are fr
om the tribes of the 
Blackfeet, Sioux, Sacs, Foxes, and Iowas
, a majority from the 
latter tribe. We have nearly an equal nu
mber of boys and girls, 
and one-half are half-breeds and a major
ity of them are orphans, 
having neither father nor mother living. 
Their studies in school are spelling, rea
ding, arithmetic 
and geography; and nearly all to write. 
They are making soJDB 
progress in their studies, as much perhap
s as we should expect , 
in view of the work they do (on the farm 
and in the house), and 
the strange language and difficulties the
y have to meet. But un-
til these people have more settled and in
dustrious habits, work 
is as necessary as letters. The children
 all work very well, and 
we find the more diligent they are in wo
rk the more contented and 
cheerful they seem to be; itself a suffic
ient reason for keeping 
them close at work. 
Our custom is to rise at five o'clock in
 the morning, break-
fast at six, have six hours at school in 
the day, commencing at 
nine, and the hours out of school are sp
ent at work. 
Our crop has been well tended and is good
 for the season; 
but from the drought it is rather below a
n average crop. 'Ne have 
about 100 or 115 acres under fence, and o
ne-half' is cultivated, 
and about one- half is pasture. We have 3
0 head of cattle, over 
40 pork hogs, three horses, and one yoke 
of oxes. Our help the 
past year has been Mr . and Mra . Williams
, Harriet Nallace , cook, 
and a part of the time, Mrs . Higley, ass
istant teacher. Mr. and 
Mrs. Jarvis reached us a few weeks ago to
 assist on the farm and 
in the house. Our expenses ending May l a
st, as reported to the 
Board, were 2515.64. Care is bad to the 
moral and religious 
instruction of the children. It is kept 
in view in the school, 
and Friday afternoon is still g iven to th
is. Besides our comnon 
services on the Sabbath, catechising and 
Sunday-school is uni-
formly attended to. Most of the scholars
 succeed well in mem-
orizing Scripture. Three of our scholars
 are members of the church, 
and others at times seem ser i ous. Their 
good order in time of 
worship is col'Iltlendable. 
Visiting and preaching, or talking to the
 ad.ult Indians, 
have been kept up as usual, but with no m
ore marked encouragement 
than in former years; but we still 
trust the ' set time to favor ' 
these poor people will soon draw ne
ar . These hurried statements 
(for 1 am just set ting out to be ab
sent a few days) together 
with your pers ona l knowledge of our
 doing , will , it
9
is hoped , 
enable you to report intelligently 
on the onndition of our affairs . 
Very respectfully , your friend and o
bedient servant , 
S • .M . Irvin. 
Col . D. Vanderslice . " 
In the teaching procedure the missi
onaries conducted the learning 
process by the use of both the J.owa
 and the 1<..'nglish languages. 'l'he ob-
vious merits of this system need no
 explanation other than to state 
that it combined the advantage of i
ntroducing new ideas in the lowa 
language and of gradually insinuatin
g the use of the ~glish. The 
teaching work was handled by practi
cal ly the whole staff a t the Mission
 
and was divided equally among them 
with due consideration for the 
various abilities and interest s of 
the individual . In the boarding 
school the boys and girls were enco
uraged to do a large share of the 
work. Most of the boys , of course ,
 were too small to do the heavy wor
k 
of the farm but many tasks were giv
en to them whi le the g i rls assisted
 
in the kitchens . 0onsiderable stres
s was put on wha t we t oday call 
vocational education and , as well a
s farming for the boys, the girls 
were instructed in home economics: 
cooking, housework and sewing.
35 
An interesting item relating to the
 financial situation of the 
missionaries is found in the report
 made to the Board of .1toreign Mis-
sions by Rev. irvin in 1848. Rev . 
Hamilton, Mr . Jolm Meyers, and Rev. 
Irvin , who with thei r wives constit
ut ed the staff in that year, each 
received a sal ary of ~200 . I n addi
tion to this the families received 
35. Kansas Historic al Collec t ions,
 X, p . 318 . 
an allowance of f 25 for each child. A tota
l of '!P l 75 for thi s was thus 
received by the missionaries, as therewere s
even children at the Minion. 
Two hired girls used during the year were p
aid $50. each. 
In his letter to Colonel Vanderslice and in 
the above report t5 
·the Board, , ev. Irvin includes the names of 
two men, Mr. John Meyers and 
Mr. Jarvis (and their wives), in the person
nel at the Iowa Mission. 
Neither of them is given in the list of pers
ons serving at the Mission 
36 
which was printed by the iomen's Foreign Mi
ssionary Society. Follow-
ing is that list. 
Mr. and Mrs. Aurey Ballard 
1835-1837 
Mr. Paul Bloohm 
1845-1846 
M.r. and Mrs. Henry Bradley 
1838-1841 
Rev. S. H. Coon and wife 
1845 
Miss Elizabeth Diamant 
1864-1865 
Miss Letitia Donaldson 
1853-1864 
Miss Martha Fullerton 
1855-1860 
Rev. William Hamilton and wife 
1837-1853 
Miss Rosetta Hardy 
1838-1839 
Mrs. Susan A.. Higley 
1854-1855 
Mr. and Mrs. Francis 
1841-1847 
Rev. Samuel M. Irvin and wife 
1837-1865 
Miss Mary Lilley 
1864-1865 
Rev. William McGain 
1855 
36. Historical Sketches of Presbyterian Mi
ssions, p40. 
Mrs . R. B. McCreary 18
55- 1864 
Rev . Edmun McKinney and wife 184
6-1847 
Miss Mary A. Patterson 185
9- 1862 
Rev. Georges . Rise 18
57- 1859 
Rev . Milliam s. Robertson and wife 1864-1866 
Miss Margaret Rubeti 1
864- 1866 
Mr. and lilrs . Elihi M Sheppard 1
835- 1836 
Miss Cora A. Shields 1
860-1861 
Miss llllary M·. '11urner 1
862-1864 
Mrs. Washburne 1
665-1866 
Miss S.A. Waterman 1
850- 1854 
Miss C. Welch 1
865-1866 
Mr . James Williams 185
4- 1864 
Mrs. James Williams 18
63- 1864 
Miss Sarah J. l'lilson 18
55 
In 1856 the Superintendent of Indian A
ffairs, Colonel Alfred 
Cummings, visited the Great Nemeha Ag
ency and reported to the Bureau of 
Indian Affairs some rather compliment
ary things about the Mission.
37 
According to Colonel Cummings' Report 
the Indians seemed to have bee 
!repressed with the necessity of applyi
ng themselves to the oiltlvation 
of their lands for he found the farms 
showing an excellent state of 
care. Directly in line with this prog
ress too was the fact that they 
37. Ibid. The great Nemaha Agency wa
s located one mile southwest of 
the Miesion on the Sac lands . The Mi
ssion was on the Iowa side of 
the reservation just between the two t
ribes . The original agency 
buildings were made of l::igs . After 18
54 the Indians slowly 
transferred themselves to their new re
servation on the Great Nemaha. 
river , between present White Cloud , K
ansas , and Rulo, Nebraska. 
were "less addicted then formerly to t
he use of ardent spirits . " At 
the ti~e of his visit the boarding sch
ool was attended by some 40 children 
or both sexes . His examination of them
 demonstrated that they had attain-
ed considerable proficiency in the gen
eral subjects which they were 
taught . The children, he said, were a
ll health, well clothed, and "polite 
in their deportment" . After mentionin
g the practical instruction which 
the girsl received, Colonel Cummings s
ays that in that year (1856), the 
boys had a neatly worked farm of eight
y acres under cultivation. A heavy 
crop of corn had been ripened for the 
harvest . 
Concluding his report, Colonel Cumming
s is not so optimistic in his 
outlook concerning the Sacs and Foxes.
 He says: 
"The Sacs and Foxes, who have been in 
contact with civiliza-
tion for years , continue unchanged, an
d are now, as heretofore, 
distiugu&i hed for their courage in war
 and their indomitable energy 
in the chase . They have uniformly refu
sed the services of the 
missionary and the £armer and oentinue
 to inhabit bark huts con-
structed in the rude styl e of their fa
thers . ~hey are expert in 
the use of firearms, an by their adve
nturous courage have so of-
ten defeated the Comanches in the open
 prairies, though greatly 
outnumbered by the latter , that the ve
ry sound of the name of 
Sacs causes a panic among those very b
ands of Comanches long 
considered so terrible upon the fronti
ers of Texas . " 
In 1853 t he ev . Wm. Hamilton , with hi
s wife, left the Iowa, Sac 
and ox Mission to relieve Bev. and .llll
.rs. ,Ejimund 1icKinney who were 
38 
stationed at the Omaha and Otoe 
1 ission near Bellevue, Nebraska. 
Bellevue was a t rading poet about nine
 miles above the Platte river 
38 . Kansas Histor i cal Collections , X,
 p319 . 
on the west side of the Missouri.
39 
Foll'ning is a letter from Rev. lrvin 
giving an account of a trip to Bellevue. 40 
non Tuesday, July 10 [year not -given] we set out from the 
Iowa and Sac Mission Or the Indian Orphan institute, as it is 
now called, for the Omaha mission in Nebraaka., a distance of over 
200 miles. i'he trip was made at the instance of Jlll.r . Lowrie, sec-
retary of .the board, and his object was to take up some children 
as assistants to the Omaha mission; also a team and wagon; also 
to see and advise with the new missionaries who had recently 
arrived there. Our little company consisted of four persons; 
Miss Sally McKinney, of the Pawnee tribe; Miss Len Dupee , of the 
Sioux tribe; w. James Donaldson , of the ~awnee tribe , and the 
writer. 'J.'he thbee young persons named are palf-breeds nearly 
grown, and have been raised and educated mainly at the lowa Mis-
sion. Economy suggested that we make the trip all by land, carry 
our own provisions , and camp out on the way. With .the wagon well 
covered, plenty of provisions, cooking utensils, quilts, etc., we 
set out about nine o'clock a.m. Fifteen miles brought us to the 
Nemaha , where we halted for noon. The girls got dinner while 
James and 1 got wood, made the fire, tended horses, etc • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
"We met an old and beloved friend, brother Hamilton, with hia 
estimable family. 1th hirn and his family I had spent near six-
teen years of missionary life." 
As has been stated above, the Iowas and the Sac and Fox Indians 
contracted a new treaty arrc g~ent with the United States Government 
in 1854 whereby the transferred their place of residence to a new re-
servation on the Great emeha river between White 'Uloud, Kansas, and 
Rulo, Nebraska. In the same treaty the lowas "gave the Presbyterian 
Board of .lt'oreign Missions 320 acres of find land where the mission 
building stood, together with 160 acr es of well-timbered land. fhia, 
after being divided into smaller tracts, has long since passed into 
other hands:41 The Sacs and Foxes also made a grant of land to the 
39. Ibid, note 5, plOO. 
40. Ibid, p319. 
41. Ibid, p318. 
Mission • .Article V of the treaty of May 18
, 1854, between the Sacs and 
Foxes and the federal government reads: t'A
t the request of the Indians, 
i t is hereby agreed that the Board of Foreig
n Missions of the Presbyterian 
Church shall have a t r act of 160 acres of la
nd , to be selected by said 
board at a distance not exceeding two miles 
in a westerly direction from 
the grant made to said board at their missio
n by the owa Indians - and 
the President is authorized to issue a paten
t for the same to such per-
sons as said board may designate . " Accordin
g to Mr. Pl ank ' s account , 
the Presbyterian ~oard designated Rev . S.M. 
Irvin and the patent was 
issued to him. 
The school remained open for a few moreyears
 however, From 1860 un-
til 1866, the last six years , the school was
 a boarding school for 
Indian orphans . 
42 
At the time that the Mission was closed, 186
6, Rev. and Mrs. Ir-
vin had spent twenty- six years of devoted se
rvice among their Indian 
friends. Af'ter closing up t he affairs of th
e Mission, Rev. Irvin "de-
voted the remaining years of his life in the
 interest of Highland Uni-
versity , a worthy institution of learning lo
cated in the beautiful town 
of Highland, two miles west from where he es
tablished the Iowa and Sac 
· 43 
Mission in 1837~ " 
42. Historical Sketches of Presbyterian Mi
ssions, p44. 
43. Kansas Historical Collections, X, p320 .
 
Highland University is now a junior college,
 Highland College. 
It is notlonger in direct care of the Synod 
of Kansas as it was for 
a number of year s . The Universit y was incor
porated under a chart er 
from the Territor ial Legislature in 1858. (
Andreas, A.T., p487) 
, i.PPENDIX 
APPENDIX 
In this appendix are extracts from the diary of the
 Rev. s. M. 
I rvi n whi ch, while not essential to the main body o
f information are 
of no little value as appended material for they po
rtray certain aa-
peots ot the mission life which, perhaps, only the in
timate confi-
dences of a diary can show. 
1841 
"~oway Mission, January 1st, 1~41. 
"Tis is the first time in my Journal which l have w
ritten 
41 .And perhaps before that date shall scece my fing
ers may be stif-
fined by the chill hand of death. One thing is cle
ar I am a year 
nearder my grave than when I commenced to write 184
0. how solemn 
should l feel on this occassion. The year past I h
ave been wonder-
full y f avoured with hea l th and favours and l ought 
to have made 
great advances towards the kingdom or Gl ory. ~ut I 
have but two 
much reason to fear that· litt],e or no needful prepa
ration has been 
round. But upon this the new years ddress which is
-prefixed to 
this volumn will more fully express my fear and res
olutions. -~o 
see how this issue of my life will meet ' what I now 
expect should I 
be spa.red through this year 1 have thought good to w
rite my pros-
pect s . l am now sitting in the west room or m3 hou
se where 1 hope 
if spared to be on next new years day. l hope to be
 emploid all 
t he year in study and teaching without interruption.
 Hut what ·a 
year may br ing forth the Lord only knows •••• •• · •••••
•• ,. •••••••••• " 
":114.onday 4th. 
"Studied and wrote out a plan for our ~oarding Schoo
! to send 
to the Board of -.Missions •••••• Day could beautifully
 clear. 11 
'"l'hursday 7th 
"Today w. Hamilton and I went to hold a council with the Sacks 
in relation to w. [HJ Bradleys going among them as teach
er but they 
utter ly refused to have anything to do with white m
en by way of re-
ceiving from them instruction. They new how to wor
ship and tal k to 
God themselves and did not wish to here anything mo
re. What a pity 
to see more than 600 souls refuse to com
e to the light.--Day clear 
and dry. Cold last night. Much frost fa
ll." 
"Saturday 9th 
"Spent all the day in preparing commuhic
ations to send to the. 
post office particularly one of a number 
of sheets to the Board of' 
Missions. It is expected that we have a
n opportunity of sending 
to the office next week.--Day could." 
"Wedensday 13 
"Went to visit the Indians particularly t
he first Chef and 
from~ I bad a warm reception. l was w
ell treated to a cup of 
tea and some wheat bread baked in english
 stile. When I was about 
starting home one of the principle chiefs
 came from the inside of 
the _____ and he brought one bottle o
f whiskey. It is a wonder-
ful pitt3 to see these poor Indians so in
clined to drink this vile 
polution to their own destructiono Meeti
ng at Mr. Hamiltons in the 
evening. I had some freedom in prayer an
d the devil tempted me 
about it. On yesterday we were told that
 one of the men who was 
killed ~, the ·whites had been dug up and
 eaten by wolves. The poor 
Indians were so alarmed and anxious to be o
ff that they would share 
the same fate that they did not take time
 to bury them as they o~ht. 
---Day moderate but cloudy.
11 
"Thursday 14 
"Half of the day I sat and studied and stu
died and afternoon 
I aided Mr. Hamilton in lineing his house.
 In the evening Mr. Ballard 
came to see us from the platt country •••••••
• . " 
"Monday 18th 
"Hauld some wood and made some at a pare 
of Buckskin pantaloons •• " 
"Saturday 23rd 
"Spent part of the day in study. Made so
me homany and spent 
some hours very agreeablly in company wit
h Mr. Hamilton. In the 
morning I had the misfortune to bruise v
ery badly on of my fingers 
which was verry paneful through the day. 
In the evening I was taken 
with daerohea and was quite 111. It is g
ood for me thus to feel. I 
am taougbt thus to see my mortality. I a
re poor and tottering on 
the brink of the grave and soon must fall
. Another week is passed 
and I am coming nearder and nearder to de
solution for which God grant 
that l may be prepared." 
"Wedeneday 27th. 
"Assisted Mr. Hamilton in Hneing up one 
of his rooms and in the 
evening meet at his house for prayer. I 
was much ashamed and incom-
fortable on account of some joking in wh
ich I had thoughtlessly en-
gaged during the day with .Mr . Hamilton. 
Jesting though it may seem 
to be innocent at the time yet is not con
venient and has a deadening 
affect upon the soul. ---Day beautiful war
m and cl ear. t, 
"Thuedey 28th 
"Got out some stuff for a bed sted and spent som
e time with 
w. H. in looking for the line between the loway and Sack Indians. 
Pulled two teeth for Mr. Irvin which pained her
 moste severely and 
was not a little trying on me •••••••••••••••• 
11 
"Sabath 31st 
"As soon as I had returned from morning prayer 
meeting I was 
informed that a young Indian had been in and th
at he had brought 
news that a war party had crosed the river and 
killed one whilte 
man. The party was headed by Whitecloud the pr
inciple chief and 
the conduct of the party was represented as bei
ng verry barbarous 
indeed. We was at something of a loss to decid
ecor the truth of 
the statement as Indians are not at all times to
 be relied upon. 
It was said .that the Indians draged the man :f'rom
 his bead and mur-
dered him by shooting and tomahawk while the po
or woman and chil-
dren screamed in all directions. In the evenin
g Jeffry and Capt. 
Jackson (the Agent) came in and the reports wer
e somewhat con~redicted. 
A ma.n bad been shot two nights previous but it 
was hoped that he would 
recover and it was not determined wheather it w
as done by white or 
red men. But we ar e led strongly to suspect fro
m statements of the 
Indians that it was Indians of our nation and h
eaded by our chief. 
We had at our room a comfortable me eting. We a
ll seem to feel our 
shortcomings and I hope that the Lord is about 
to revive his work 
in our hearts •••••••••••••• •
1 
"Saturday 6th l!ebruary] 
"For the three last days past I have heen so bu
sily engaged in 
making a Bucksin coat that I have not been able
 to ___ and read 
but little. Today l finished a fur coat of ski
n which I hope wi l l 
be of much service to me. Some may think it hu
miliationg thus to 
be clad but it is not more humble than that of 
John. Perhaps the 
texture or Buckskin is not more course than tha
t of Camelshare. Be 
this as it may I know it is much better than I ·
deserve . I am poor 
and vile. I am not a little troubled with temp
tation. When will 
the tempter abandon his temptations and my fool
ish heart resist his 
suggestions •••••••••••••••• 
11 
"Tusday 9 
11Went to visit the Indians at their encampment. 
But having no 
interpreter I could nnly visit and talk as l co
uld. Was made wel-
come and rared well.---Day could cloudy and som
e snow fell." 
"Wedeneday 10th 
"Spent moste of the time in reading and reviewiu
g some composi-
tion. In the evening we meet at Mr. Hamiltons 
for meeting. A num-
ber of french who have become connected with the Indians and wh
o are 
now in our region came to the meeting and gave good attention a
nd it 
is hoped that some coneea.rn is felt for their souls. They have
 some 
in understanding fully our language yet some have such a knowle
dge 
of it as to understand considerable and can conmunicate to the 
others. 
For my own part I felt wonderfully unworthy of any favour at th
e 
hand of God but when I feal week and small I f' eal best •••••••••
•••• " 
"Thursday 11th 
"Visited the Indians and found a large portion of them engaged 
in a sacred dance. Found some ill and several verr y low with s
ore 
eyes. One man is nearly blind and a child totally so. This I 
could 
not but look on as emblamatacle of their spiritual blindness. 
Was 
informed that two lodges of perhaps 4 or 5 each of the upper Iow
ay 
village had been killed by the Sioux. An express come to have 
me 
write a not _to the agent informing him of' the fact .••••••••••••
••• " 
"Sabath 14th 
''Meet at our usual time and place for meeting and Mr . Bradly 
had his son baptised. Mr. Hamil tons remarks were founded mainl
y on 
that subject and were quite appropriate. A number of french wh
o 
a.re now near us ~ame in and gave good attention. Some of them 
have 
1om.e consea.rn for the soul and we hope may yet be seers of Jesu
e 
Chriet. They are greatly under Catholick influence. Moste of 
them 
having been r a ised in hhis belief and ueually those brought up 
in 
this belief receive the doetren. But these all ~eem to discar
d 
the thought of the priest having any power to forgive sins •••••
••• " 
.. Thursday 18th 
"Waited on Mr. Gillmore in the morning and afternoon went to 
the Ioway encampment to see the Indians and particularly a youn
g man 
who appears to be low with consumption or something bearing the
. same 
marks. I gave him some medicine ______ three other s and
 gave 
some eye medicine. They a.re wonderfully afflicted with sore ey
es. 
It eeems to be a sort of distemper prevalent among them. Some 
eyes 
have been lost entirely and many others appear to be nearly exh
austed. 11 
"Saturday 20 
............... I have been strongly inclined to think that I 
ought to apply for licence to preach the gosple. But my un ort
hj-
ness and ignoranc e is so great that I do not know not to say or
 do. 
I am pressed with doubts and fears and dulness. and all this tim
e 
is passing away with great rapidity. Another Saturday night is
 come~ 
"Sa bath 21st Feb. 
"According to previous arrangements it fell t o me to make some 
remarks at ou:b meeting which I did ••••••••• I was much embaresed
 from 
tear that I should do or say something which would be out of my 
proper place· as I have no licence to preach, am" 1th~l(e is dange
r of 
such persons going two far in such an undertakeing. I strove 
first to show the particular sort of fear spoken of by the profit 
and then that those who was influenced by fear would speak to 
one another. I think I drew some encouragement for what I said 
and hope it was not lost entirely to all who were present ••••••• " 
"Tusday 23rd 
"Worke4 most ot the day at a bedstead which I commenced a 
considerable time a.go ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• " 
"Thusday 25th 
"Wrought all day at a bedstead. Split some boards for Ii4r. 
Hamilton. Last night old pumpkin came and staid all night. 
This morning we had a long and satisfactory talk and he went oft 
in a goo~ humour which is rather uncommon ••••••••••••••••••••••• " 
"Friday 26th 
noompleted my bedstead after so long a time and was not a 
little rejoiced at the fact for it has been tedious and difficult. 
We here labour wonderfully under disadvantage of saw mill or any-
thing of the sort having to take all our wood from the rough tim-
ber with broad axe and ___ • But in answer to this it is not 
necessary according to the fassion of our country that our furni-
ture be verry fine. All that we have is much better than we de-
serve. The Lord is wonderful in his kindness, health and com-
fort seems to be ours.--Day some little snow. Cloudy •••••••••••• " 
"Saturday 27th 
"F.mploid with Mr. ___ in making a spout for the eve of my 
house with a view mainly to secure rain water for washing as the 
water of our spring is of a character not well sutted for this pur-
pose •••••••••••••••••••••• " 
"Friday 5 @aro~ 
"Finished laying the first rail of my fence. I have just oom-
pleted the foundation of a tense 167 roods long enclosing moetely 
prairie .--Morn. light rain frose as it fell. Cloudy and cool ••••• " 
"Saturdey 6 
"Spent the day in study and writing letters. Two Caws, a 
part of 80 who came to visit the Iowa.ya came to the station. One 
a fine looking young man who talked good english. He told us a 
great victory they had a short time ago over the Pawnees. He had 
taken six scalps. Th,y who was killed were all women and ehildren. 
The men were absent after the Buffalo. He told of cutting of the 
childrens noses and throwing them into the water cuting their faces 
so that they would die more intolerable than death itself. He 
spoke of these dreaded cruelties with great composure or rather 
plasure. The other day Rubedeau a french trader told of Sarpee 
another french trader with whom he was in company th.at in a fight 
with the Indians he saw Sarpee run up on a wounded Indian take 
his knife rip him open when alive, tear out his heart, and bite 
it with fury while it was beating and smoking with life ••••••••• " 
"Sabath, March 14 
, "We all started to the village this morning to have a meet-
ing among the Indians. Jeffry had promised to be present t o inter-
pret. When we got to the encampment we found them al l engaged in 
a great feast and a dance in behalf or a great war party which is 
in contemplation to be in the spring with a number of other nations 
against the Sioux. After this was over we got a number collected 
at Wachomonyas for religious servise. We each spoke to the com-
pany and dismissed without anything interesting. In the evening 
met at our house for prayer. Mr. Dtlchan an old Catholick freneh 
man showed great signs of penotence, wept nearly all the time of 
meeting and was in deep oonsearn but was unwilling to talk on the 
subject. In the evening I was quite unwell. Lay in bed moste or 
the time and took some medicine at night.--Day fine •••• Wind north." 
"Thersday 18th 
"limploid all day in working at a wagon bed. I am prepar ing to 
start to Liberty which I will do the Lord willing soon in next week. 
in the evening Mr. Rubiti came from Liberty with some letter s and 
papers but no news or importance.--Day exceedingly windy. Threw 
down some fence to the ground removing the blocks on which it stood." 
"Monday 22 
"Spent the day in preparing to start for liberty in the morn-
ing, but lam now so unwell that I fear I will not ·be aQle to start. 
It may be that this is the l ust inscription I will ./8Ver. make in my 
diary. l am fast on my journey home, and thP. l a st line in this 
will be soon inscribed ••••••••••• uleared up and is pleasant." 
"Tusday 23rd 
11 Aocording to expectation I started to Liberty soon this morn-
ing in company with Mr • .Duchan (a hired hand ) and am now seated 
writing in my wagon more . than 30 miles from home. Through the day 
I have been quite ill •••••• But the Lord is wonderful kind and lam 
so wonderfully insensable I think I never saw myself as dull and 
if it can be said actually dead. I have done nothing all my life. 
r have spent some time this evening in reading in the life of Pay-
son this evening. He speaks of himself as being bad, but how much 
worser. I know not what to say. I have been neglecting every -
thing. I hope my sickness will be a blessing to me •••• .•••••••• • •• 
The present is a token of his temporal kindness while thunder is 
rolling not far off and no doubt heavy rain falling near
 us. We 
are dry and commodious and I can write and read without 
incon-
venience eeoept from my oposition •••••••••••••••••••••••
•••••••• 11 
"Wedensday 24 
''Arose soon this morning and prossecuted our journey. I 
felt some better but suffered much through the day. Exp
ected to 
be unable to accomplish my journey but I hope my trust was 
in the 
Lord. About noon we reached Leavenworth when we crossed
 the iss-
ouri with but little delay and made about ten miles cros
sing the 
Platt. and stopped with Mr. House an acquaintence.---Day
 pleasant." 
"Thursday 25th 
"This was a day of not little anxiety. I expected to me
et my 
f ather and mother at Liberty whom l had not seen for a y
ear, and who 
was to accompany me to the station and spend some time w
ith us. 1 
think that I was two anxious ••••••• B~t before I got fairl
y into the 
t~wn I saw my father at considerable distance and knew him 
two well 
to be mistaken. l found also my aged mother and all well. 
We had 
an affectionate me eting. Father so deeply interested sp
ent the 
evening in enquirey about provisions. faces. etc •••••••• 
Roads good. 11 
"Friday 26 
"Wonderful busy day in buying goods and prepareing to st
art on 
my homeward way tomorrow.---Some rain. Verry warm." 
"Saturday 27th 
"Had engaged a team which with my own loaded up as soon 
as we 
could and started on our way homeward. We made about 20
 miles to 
my friend Mr. House where we stoped for the Sabath. Thi
s day we 
were most sinfully favoured in regard to r~in. Great app
earance 
ot rain in the morning but kept off all day untill we got i
n the 
shelter when it commenced to rain with thunder and lighte
ning verry 
heavy." 
"Monday 29 
"Went to Westen a small town on the Missouri to buj a loa
d of 
flour etc. to take t::, the etation.---Showers of r a in and
 snow •••••• " 
"Tusdey 30 
"Started as soon as we could.. 
crossing and patients was severely 
much disposed to tile time. About 
vanworth and all the teams over by 
At Platt we were detained in 
tried with my wagoners who were 
5 oclock we reach Missouri at Le-
dark.---Day cloudy but dry ••••••• " 
"Wedensday 31st 
"As soon as it was convenient this mornin
g we were on our way 
to Ioway. We travelled verry slow but w
ere atiite successful, having 
no misfortune, and after makeing about 20
 miles we stoped for the 
night at a beautiful small creek and foun
d a verry choice place for 
camping.---Day :fine and night r.emarka.ble
ly so. Fare and beautiful." 
"Thusda.y April 1 1841 
"Started soon on our journey and all thin
gs considered was quite 
prospered. True we turned over once but 
with no material injury to 
any of the £rate. After makeing about 18
 miles we encamped for the 
night by the side of a beautiful rill wh
ich abundantly supplied us 
with good water ................... .. 
"Friday 2 
"Last night we lay about :fourteen miles f
rom home and our pros-
pects were quite high for reaching home t
oday. Elated with this ex-
pectation we started soon after sun rise
 and about one oclock reach 
the long looked for and much desired home
 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• " 
"Saturday 3rd 
"Spent all the dey in devideing and arran
geing the goods which 
I had procured for our station at Liberty.--
-Bay verry fine." 
"Saba.th 4th 
11 
Meeting in the morning at our usual plac
e and in the afternoon 
at our dwelling. Today Mr. Hamilton and 
the rest of the males at the 
station except myself went to the village
 and had a small meeting 
among the Indians. We labour under maney
 difficulties on account 
of an adequate and faithful interpreter man
y o:f the Indians oame to 
the station mostely with a view to get so
me of the provisions as 
they had understood that 1 had brought up
 a supply of provisions •••• " 
"Tusday 6th 
"Went with :father to the Indian fiel ds to
 assist him in com-
mencing to plough for the Indians. He h
as engaged to farm for the 
Indians this year, or to give them instru
ction in this department 
o:f manual labour while it is my int ention
 to try to give them men-
tal information as far as I can. I ough
t to be verry comfortable 
and happy now. I have now my aged father
 and mother with me ••••••• 
I think that I now will have much time fo
r study and hope that I 
may be enabled to improve every opportun
ity •••••••••••••••••••••••• " 
"Wedensday 7 
"Accompanied :father to the Ioway village 
and aided him some in 
putting in some wheat tor White Cloud. Stop
ed sometime with some 
or the Chefs and found them l thought some o
f them more disposed 
than usual to work and farm for themselves. 
They are all anxious 
to have work done, but are las.y about putting 
two their own hands. 
Could they be induced to industry I would ha
ve strong hopes of 
them soon becomeing a respectable people.---
Day fine." 
"Saturcla.y 10 
"Started soon to the village and made my ret
urn as soon as 
possible and spent moste of the evening con
sulting with Messrs . 
Bradly and Hamilton on business of the miss
ion •••••••••••••••••• " 
"Friday 16 
"'Was prevented f'rom going as soon as ordinar
y to the vilage on 
account of rain. Went in the afternoon and 
found there all sober 
and was able to collect more than 20 schola
rs who gave good attention 
and I was surprised to find that they have r
etained so much of what 
they learned last spring. They can sing and
 count as fluently as 
ever and seem to be well pleased with the no
ti::>n of learning •••••••• " 
"Saturday 17th 
"On last evening _an Indian came to our stati
on and said that 
an Indian woman had died and that it was the
 wish of the connections 
of the deseased that we make a coffin and bu
ry the lady in english 
e;;1e. This morning we were prevented from be
ginning soon to make 
the coffin by some rain. Ab :> out nine ocl::>ck
 an Indian came down to 
urge us to be in ab ry to go and bury the 
person. As soon as we 
could Mr. Bradly rather two others and I too
k the wagon and some 
boards with tools for makeing and diging the
 grave. We went to the 
house and found them waiting with great anx
iety. Mr . B. and others 
went to dig the grave while I &: 4a.ther made 
the coffin. As soon as 
it was maid we put the body in and took it i
mmediately to the grave 
whieh was ready. We buried it all in englis
h fassion though the old 
man wished a small hole left in the end of t
he coffin and had all 
her dress affairs enterred with her. In the
 case they have shown 
more entire reliance than usual submitting a
ll to our management and 
seeming to be well pleased with all that was
 done. The poor old man 
wept sorely and gave full evidence of since
rity in his lamentations. 
Such occasion affords favourable season for 
religious talks with the 
Indians but not being able to obtain a suita
ble interpreter the oc-
casion was pased without improvement ••••••••
••••..•••••••••••••••••• " 
"Sabath 18 
"This morning Mr. Bradly father and I starte
d to the Indians to 
try ao hold a meeting among them. Mr. Rami
lt&n could not leave. We 
went doubting but in some respects we succed
ed better than was ex-
pected. As soon as we landed we found the A
gent and government in-
terpreter there. The Agent seems to be verr
y friendly and though not 
j 
'fl/7~~ 
a professor is willing to cooperate with us 
in all our undertakings. 
He willingly let Jeffry the int erpreter go w
ith us and was entirely 
willing to wait untill we had a me etlng thou
gh his ~n:x iety for go-
ing on was considerable. We had a meeting a
t Waohamonyas and there 
were present more than a dozen men beside th
e woman and children. 
We talked to t hem and was pleased with the a
ttention given ••••••••• 
We were pained at seeing a number of the Iow
ays and Sack station 
on a war excursion against the Sioux. We un
derstand they are to be 
met by the Poowatomies and Otoes. Poor igno
rant creatures ••••••••• " 
"Monday 19 
"Went to the vilage but did not get more tha
n 13 scbollars •••• " 
"Tusdey 20th 
11Was not able to start to the vilage until ne
ar 11 oolock; but 
favoured when I re~ched the spot. Found 23 
schollar s who behaved 
well and seemed to learn quite well ••.••••••
••••••••••••••••••••••• " 
" edensday 21st 
"About ten ocloc:k: word came that a portion o
f the war party which 
started out a few days a.go had fallen in wit
h some pawnees and that 
they had killed 9 and this morning had retur
ned with all the tryumphs 
of victory, bearing with them scalps, ears b
ands fet etc. At the 
usual time started to the vilage and found
 two much truth in the 
report. Yhen I cam in sight or the Sacks (whi
ch come first to view ) 
they were busly engaged in dancing the scalp
 danse and which was ac-
companied by the war wmop not a few. It wa
s a time· or recess in 
dancing when I went but t hey were preparing 
for it a soon began. I 
aaw the band the scalps an ear and a heart c
ut and stretched on a 
stick and rosted for feast for who chose to 
eat of. From all that 
I can learn I think the pawnees who they killed
 were on their way to 
a friendly visit but these blood thirsty rec
hes fell upon them and 
butchered them all but six who made their ex
cape. In the evening 
we came by the vilage where men & women wer
e_deeply engaged in dance-
ing but they ~id p~esent a moste wonderful a
ppearance and made im-
pressions on mind which will last as long as
 memory •••••••••••••••• " 
"Saturday 24 
11Went to the vilage at the usual time and -,,as
 crowded with schol-
lars. 1 know whi it was but they crowded up
on me beyond measure. I 
would think mo.re than forty••••••••••••••••
•••••••••••••••••••••••••·" 
1842 
".Friday 21st {ianuar 
"Worked all day hard at hauling stones for the 
foundation of 
the stable. Had Mr. Gilmores oxen and hauled o
nly two lads from 
Woolf River.---The day was severly cold on the 
prairie but clear ••• " 
"Friday 28 
''Sometime ago father had bought a yoke of oxen 
for the I oway 
Indians and had kept them on the other side of 
the river. Several 
attempts has been made to bring them over but a
ll have hither to 
failed and they are still there on expense. I~
 was thought that I 
go down today having an opertuni ty for company 
and bring them up 
together with some flour which was at the river
. The Agent went to 
. Robedeaux and we started early together. We r
eached the ferry at 
one or two oclock. The Agent went on & I stope
d to take over the 
flour etc. I found the cattle were gone from th
e place so that I 
could not do anything at crossing them today. 
We crosed the flour 
and encamped on this ballk. We had quite as com
fortable a night as 
co~ld be expected in January at a camp without 
a shelter but few 
bedclothes a.nd scarce of vlctels. We had a lit
tle meat and fl our 
and one pan was all the vessel of any sort we h
ad. I t was diffi-
cult to cook but we enjoid ourselves quite well
." · 
"Saturday 29 
"Before day the w gon with flour started on bef
ore day &: I 
waited untill day light to here if anything was
 known of the oxen. 
At day word came that the Ohio had come up last
 night and so it 
was neeessary that we attempt b, cores them. Our craft was a loos 
platform laid on two canoes wihtout pening or a
 hand rail . One of 
the oxen got on after some difficulty and with 
great care we suc-
ceeded in getting hi:a: over • . We then got the ot
her on but he was 
restless and after going a little distance he ru
n r ound one side of 
the platform and sunk one of the eonaes plunged
 into t he river and 
made for shore. In the scuffle he puled me off
 too. I fell in the 
water and first I tried to reach the botom but 
c oul d not touch. I 
was then compeled to swim to shore, which took 
me some t ime, at least 
longer than I was desirous of being in the wate
r at that temperat ure. 
I had all my heavy clothes on but was able to e
eim quite easily . 
There was below me a quantity ot drift sna.ges e
tc. which I feared I 
would be driven into but I reached the shore in
 good time. I immedi-
ately ran to a house and dried myself as well as
 I could, whilst they 
repared the platform took breakfast etc. We aft
erwards succeeded in 
swimming him by the side ot the platform. I then
 sbrted homeward •••• " 
"Friday 18th l}'ebruariJ 
"This morning about 3 oolock Mr. Rubiti came to 
our door with 
an express from Maj. Richardson requesting that I a
nd Mr. Camp-
bell would appear in Weston this evening at 4 ocloc
k. He had 
taken a man who had stolen and Ioway horse and wish
ed our testi-
mony to convict him of the theft. The distance is 
about 55 miles 
and the time very short. The morning was so dark th
at we could 
not see to travel until brake of day. As soon as w
e could see 
we started. Rode verry hard. 0rosed the Missouri 
at HoubedeaUll 
left our horses on this side got fresh horses and w
ent on and 
reached Weston a little before sun set. rt was mos
te a severe 
days wride. We got thare in tiree to give in our testa
mony and 
make all possible preparations for an early start h
omewards in 
the morning.---Day generally clear but cool and win
d north." 
nsaturday 19th 
"Started as soon in the morning as we could get a l
ittle 
refreshment.. Travelled hard and reached Hubedeaux 
about 6 oclock. 
As soon as we could get· a little ____ we sta.tte
d across the 
river which we found verry difficult on account of 
the ice. Got 
about 6 miles be~ore the sunset and came the rest o
f the way 
atter night. I was exceedingly tired and no morsel
. I had 
travelled about 110 miles in two days. I could sca
rcely walk 
but was blessed with good health•••••••••••••••••••
••••••••••••" 
"Tuaday March 1st 
"Assisted Mr. Campbell in puteing up a dwelling hou
se. He 
is a traaer that bas been among the Indians for more
 than 20 
years. He has scoured much of the region west of the mountains . 
particularly towards California. He discribes that
 country as 
being verry poor unfrutful sandy and mostely baren 
furnishing 
but little vegetation and consequently but few anim
als. Scarcely 
anything but r abite are found thare. He also state
s that there 
are imence groves of, white pine in the valeys of th
e R. mountains. 
May we not imagine in these days of enterprise and 
imporvement 
the day to be near at hand when this lumber shall b
e driven like 
the wind over these planes and steam care and the w
est ___ _ 
habitable from this now apparently barren and nearl
y unexplored 
region ••••••••••••••• " 
''Monday 14 
"This morning father started to the river for some 
flour 
which is to be tha.re for us. I spent some of the m
orning with 
the Agent and notched down some logs for my buildin
g. In the 
evening assisted Mr. Preston Richardson to lay out h
is field for 
the Sac farm.---Day moste beautiful warm and clear.
" 
"Saturday 19th 
"•••••••••! have a room entirely to myself where th
ere is no 
noise nor disturbance. In which I ha.ve a nice littl
e library of" 
more than a 100 volume of _______ matter ••••
•••••••••••••• 
"April 11th Monday 
"Since the la.st date I have been prevented from writing r
egu-
larly in my diary. The forepart of la.st week was spent i
n making 
what leisure time I had at the stable. on ·wedensday mor
ning I 
started to the platt country on some business and partly 
to see 
my particular friend Dr. Smith who lives in Buchanan Co. 
On Wed-
ensday evening I reached Mr. Ballards and spent a pleasan
t evening. 
Soon after I crossed the Missouri River I was overtaken w
ith a 
severe pain whieh continued almost until sunset and rende
red the 
travelling quite tedious and slavish. I reached my frien
d Mr. 
Ballards house a little before sunset and was soon well r
ecd and 
and entertained through the night. We did not go to rest
 soon 
having been separate for a long time and much talking to 
do. 
The day following I went to Mr. Dixons mill and store wh
ere I had 
some business and where I took breakfast. Mr. Gillmore wa
s sick 
and I visited him. He was verry low and anxious that I s
hould 
remain with him but my business was urgent and I went bac
k to Mr. 
Balla.ris, and what was some singular while I was there Mr
. Dixons 
wife (who is Mr. Ballards adopted daughter and who was th
en stay-
ing) was delivered a verry fine eon. I started soon as p
ossible 
on my 1'&Y• Ma.de about 8 miles and stoped with my kind fr
iend 
Capt. Hanson. The day following I stoped at Savannah for
 dinner 
precured. some goods and reach my dear ttiende Dr. Smith. 
The day 
following (Saturday) I started early for home by the poin
t, left 
my horse at Mr. Hans and with about 3 hours labour succee
ded in 
croeing tae Missouri in a canoe and got home •••••••••••••
••••••••• " 
"Friday 13 May 
"Had but few sebol lars at the school. They a.re muchaaway
 
at their corne fields and so loose much of their precious
 time. 
It they could be collected regularly and retained any de
sirable 
length of time they might and no doubt would learn verry 
f ast. 
But as they now proceed it ia verry difficult for them to
 learn 
at all . But something seems favourable and we hope it w
ill ter-
minate in much favourable and good.---Day co~l and cloudy
 ••••••• " 
''ldonday June 7th 
" All the time between this and the last date above I hav
e 
been absent from the station on a tour to Liberty for the
 purpose 
of. having some printing done for our school at · he atatio
n. On 
tusday we lef't home and came to the missouri river at Rub
edeaux 
when we ware delayed in crossing untill evening. l found
 a small 
canoe in which I crossed Mrs. I & Eliot but we ware not a
ble to 
cross or swim our horses by it. A french man and 1 made th
e at-
tempt but in doing so we ware thrown into the water and g
ave up 
the undertaking. About dark through the politiness of so
me mill 
rights and others who had the kindness to aid I succeeded
 in 
swimming the horses by the aide of a Macanaw Boat. We wa
re com-
peled to stay there over night and recd. a hospitable tre
atment 
from the woman who was mistress of the house. 
"On Wedensday the -day following we went only to Mr. Ballards 
and ware much pleased to meet withcour old friends. They gave us 
a hearty welcome and there we spent the night. 
"On Thursday I went on to Liberty and put up at the tavern of 
Mr. Isenhour. In the evening I was so 111 that l was utterly un-
fit for any business. Severe pain in my head and loss of appetite. 
I found some letters at liberty and among other two from the Board 
containing instructions for :Mr. Bradly to leave the station for 
Chipaway. Friday I made the contract for doing the printing for 
the aohool and from this untill Thurday I was emploid mainly in 
seeing to the printing and correcting proof's. My Leisure time 
was mostely spent in reading the Bible and some paper which I found 
at the office. 
"On Thersday morning about 3 oclock I started homeward that I 
might improve the cool of the morning as much as possible. About 
3 oclcok I reached Mr. Ballards after making about 45 miles and 
found all in health. On Friday morning we made early preparations 
tor starting on .our way homeward but Just as I was about getting 
on my horse I found that I was so ill as not to be safe for me to 
prooeed farther . I returned and went to bed and took some medicine 
and was verry unwell all day. Saturday we started for home, and 
when we landed at Rubedeaux we ware stoped about 3 hours on account 
of raln. About 12 we crosed the River by swiming the horses by a 
canoe and about dark we reached home entertaining as 1 hope many 
sincere thanks for the k&mdnesses shown to us on our journey and in 
all our absence •••••••••••••••••••• " 
'!Thersday 10th 
"This morning befor e five oclock we assembled in our room and 
bad communion, after which Mr. Bradly and family took and affection-
ate and I suppose final leave of all at the station. It was quite 
affecting. We have spent years together on earth and in all pro-
bability will never see each other in this world. They are fine 
affection and tender people and their departure seems like the loss 
of an dear friend. After they started I could not suppress my feel-
ings. I had to give them vent in tears •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• " 
"Saturday 12th 
"Rode to the vilage today, it being moste severely warm. I had 
more than 20 schollars aut bad some difficulty and discouragements. 
Scarcely know how to proceed. They are takeing offence because 1 
do not give more clothes or greater rewards for learning. I am at 
times almoste led to despare of the good of the poor Indians. It 
seems as if destruction is inevitably their doom. God may have large 
blessings in atore for them but the present condition is deploreable 
indeed •••••••••••••••••••••••• " 
"Tusdey 26th Qu1,] 
"Went to both villages and had in all 32 
schollars. They are 
now spreading about to there corne fields
 for the purpose of make-
ing sweet corn. This will take many of t
he schollars out of my 
reach and will be a drawback to my labour
 ••••••••••••••••••••••• " 
"Wedensday 27th 
"Went to the vilage and had thirty one sc
hollars. Some of 
them are doing well. I did not go to the
 far vilage because it 
was late and because I found moste of the
 sehollars from there 
at the near vilage •••• • •••••••• ••••••" 
"Monday Aug. I st • 
"Have just returned from the meeting on t
he other side of the 
River. God has been wonderfully kind. H
e displayed his loving 
kindness and his tender mercies. How ex
cellent in all theearth 
11 hts name. Yesterday was a day spent i
n the Courts of the Lord • 
•••••••••• Mr. Carsin earnestly solicited th
at I should make some 
remarks which I strove to do and in which
 I found some freedom 
and pleasure •••••• Mr. Carsin insists that
 I am qualified for be-
ing more extensively useful than what lam
 in my present situa-
tion. Declares that he thinks I might w
ith propriety be licenced to 
preach. This is a calling and truly for 
which I have a thousand 
times wished that I was qualified. But h
ow might are the responsi-
bilities and how many and important the q
ualifications ••••••••• •••" 
"Thersday 18th 
" ••••••• on yesterday l had a talk with Wawpash. He 
volun-
tarily told me tb.a.t the white orow an Ind
ian who b.a.d died a few 
days ago, bad just got home, that the sky
 was clear. The son 
shown out and he was now at home inrest, 
that his heart was rong 
when he started and hense he bad bad wea
ther on his way. l ask-
ed him how tar the house or country t o wh
ich he want was off. He 
said more than four days. '.L'bat a smart p
erson could travel it in 
that tl.me. I asked him how inf'antes and 
such who ware not able to 
walk ware transported. 11 He 1aid that at t
he town or "big vilage" 
as he called it, they always knew when pe
rsons died and would come 
and carry them away. But suppose a large 
and infirm one such as 
Nohwhamonya. who is lame and others infirm
 ware to die how would 
they be carried? Could one carry a big sp
irit of this kind or how 
many does it take. or such said he they
 bring horses. They 
have horses pleanty and fine grass for th
em to live upon. He went 
on to add that their infirmities would al
l be heald in that vilage 
that the blind should receive new eyes th
at 'they bad plenty of 
good days there' , ears and eyes-- -that go
od people will near die 
again but bad may die three or tour times
 and then turn into some 
bird and fly about. Wey do you not go th
ere now? (having discribed 
the country as on the earth, near to the 
great water towards the 
sun rising and not tar from the heads of 
the Mississippi} None go 
there untill after they die he answ
ered. Much was said near of 
the same amount. His sistem is stra
nge but seems to be gathered 
all together from earthly objects. 
How evident it is that revela-
tion has never reached their ears or
 never entered into their 
siatem of lli vinity and swards and pu
nishments •••••••••••••••.••• " 
"Friday and Saturdey 19 and 20th 
"Both days attended school with a us
ual attendance. This 
e~ening Father and the Indian Childr
en whJ had been away at Platt 
and Liberty came home a.ndbrought som
e letters and a number of 
papers. We have heard from our frie
nd in .P.A. ~ennsyl va.nij) 
Th9y &re all well but religion seems
 to be in a verry loa con-
dition indeed. If it is indeed livi
ng at all. They say that 
horse raceing is takeing much up the
 attention of the people. 
'l'his is a lamentable thing indeed. 
That place when piety and 
zeal seemed so much to abound is gro
wing careless and sil'lf'ul •••• 11 
"Saturday 10 {i,:o.go.sf:/ 
"Since the last date I have been wo
nderfully mentally strain-
ed to aid the agent in paying out th
e annuity to the Indiana 
both Sacks and foxes. and the main p
art of the calculations etc. 
left to me. I have not been able to
 sleep as much as I ought 
by any means and I am now not fit fo
r business. I must close. 
Quite unwell. I may be drawing nea
r to sickness and death. 
Oh that I may be prepared." 
"Saturday December 11th 
"I have f'inally t hrough the goodness
 of most merciful God 
been permitted to resume my long neg
lected diary. At t he last 
date I was attact with a disorder of
' the eyes which r endered me 
quite unable to see to read or write
 or in fact to do anything 
at all for a long time •••••• .Presbyte
ry met at Lexington on the 
last day ot September and after cons
ulting with Mr . Hamilton and 
the rest of the mission /family and I
 would humbly trust sincere 
prayer for the way of duty. I cons
ented t o go down for advice. 
The distance must have been more tha
n 120 miles and I was absent 
10 days and in the me~ntime suffered
 not a li t tle with my eyes. 
This tript to Presbety has cost much 
thought. I scarc ely know the 
path of duty. I have for some time 
and especially at particular 
times thought of giving up every ide
a of pursuing my studies a.ey 
forth or striving to be more extensi
vely useful in the world, 
but I cannot. It seems I cannot lon
g or well endure that idea 
and I am not shure that it is not in
 some degree owing to this on 
my part that for a l Jng time I have 
found that vital pity it seems 
(it it exists at all) is in such a low
 condition in my soul I 
seem to be almoste dead and so I do 
often feel miserable, and at 
no time do I enjoy that happiness w
hioh I could wish or ever once 
did. At preabyty I meet with all th
e encouragement that I could 
wish although tor want of my regular
 cer tificate I could not be 
regularl.v and in order taken under t
hare care yet a resolution 
was past that I be treated as though
 I was received and proceed to 
make preparations for e%8Dlination in
 the spring when I have also 
my certi4icate in readiness. The labour which this involves me in 
is not a little but when I am the moste active in usefulnews or 
preparing for usefulness I always feel the best and hense I am 
encouraged to try in the strength of God to try to go on. The 
greatest and moste difficutt undertaking is the greek language 
but if my designs are pure and it is necessary in the servise in 
which I would engage to have a knowledge of this I have no doubt 
God in his goodness will give me strength to go through with it. 
I have not yet tried it sufficient to know much about it but I 
am shure that it will be hard for me at this age. 
":Presbety eat at Lexington La:f'yett Co. Mo ••••••••••••••••••• " 
"Friday 23rd· 
"This morning I sit down with a view to spend moste of the 
day in writing letters etc. but was soon stoped by a call of :Maj. 
Richardson to go with him to see an unfortunate frenchman who had 
got into a ·41:f':f'iculty with the Indian in a drunken :f'rolick and was 
sade to be se•erely beaten. On examination he was found to be 
severely injured. His head was severely cut eapecially in one 
place. I had to sew it up. It was so that I could easily probe 
it to the scalp bone- His hands were badly frosen and we had to 
poultice them. His nose bled considerable and he was much dis-
posed to sleep. I am affrade that his caee is rather dangerous. 
1844 
"Saturday 6th ~anuari\ 
"Finished sating up one form o! pages for the primary book 
and in the afternQon went up with Mr. Hanilton to buy the head of 
the Omahaw which was sticking on a pole near some grave at the 
Ioway vilage. The inhuman loways who kild the Omahaw in the fall 
cut off the head and it has been sticking upon the pole ever since 
in view of the village. We dug a hole and put it under the ground. 
How desperate is human nature when left to itself ••••••••••••••••• " 
"Tusday 9 
"In the printing offise all day. Had some conversation with 
Noheart about making the Boarding School and having Mr. Ballard 
stay and take a part in it. He is muoh pleased with the noti~n. 
Says he wants his children to have good eyes--to see a great dis-
tance off'--menaing the understanding •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •
1 
Friday 12th 
"Stnuck off 160 sheets of 16 pages nlaking 2560 in all after 
which I went to Mr. Balla.rd •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• " 
1845 
"January 1st 1845 
"On last evening Mr. Alfred and [Mi] Miller came to ou
r house 
on business of the building. They are
 both brick masons and both 
wish the job. ir. ~. was rather dissa
tisfied that he did not get 
the job secured, and Mr. Alfred remain
ed untill after dinner when 
he went across to the point, and l wen
t with him that far. In the 
e•ening had prayer meeting at Mr. Hami
lton& and owing to the press 
of business on my mind I did not enjoy
 myself so well ••••••••••••• n 
"T her sday 2nd 
"Engaged most of the day in writing a 
communication to Mr. 
Lowerwith a view of starting to St. Jo
seph on tomorrow ••••••••••• " 
"Fr iday and Saturday 3 & 4 
"Went to St. Joseph and made a contrac
t with Dr. Kedy to saw 
our joists etc., and also to contract 
with a kickapoo chef to get 
what timber i'rom him we would want to 
make the eawlogs ••••••••••• 
11 
''Jlonday 13th St . Joseph, Mo. 
" ••••• This morning l tarted as soon a
s l conveniently could 
with Maj. Richardson to St. Joseph on 
business of the mission or 
the mission improvement. My main obje
et was to contract for the 
brick work but not finding the man at 
home l was detained to no 
purpose except that l was not a little
 uneasy to go back. elt 
much unhappiness on being so much expo
sed to strangers on the 
business of the world which it seems i
n my situation I cannot 
well a.voide.---Day fine but some coole
r •••• Thermometer at 70 •••• " 
"Friday 17 
"Assisted some in the of'fise today and
 in the afternoon went 
to the stone quarry to see how things 
were gating along there. Am 
some better and desire to thank the liv
ing and true God for all 
hie benefits---Day cold and clear, but
 beautiful." 
"Tueday 28th 
"Since the last date have been busily 
engaged in business f'or 
the building. On last Friday I went t
o St. Joseph on business of' 
the improvement,- inly to get money. 
I returned the same day a-
bout 11 oclock. much fatigued for the
 ride must have be en more than 
fif'te miles which is hard for these da
ys. The press of seccular 
business has not a little distorted my
 mind, and deranged my calcu-
lations for study, but all is right if'
 I am in the line of' my duty. 
1 find in my mind a wonderful inclinat
ion to run after things of' 
this world and to study about the improvement now on hand. It 
is perhaps the polasy or the Devil to make attention to this 
business seem of wonderful importance so as to foil me and lead 
me away from the things which are spiritual and eternal. No 
doubt he improves every opertunity or doing his work, which is my 
oase is many instances prossecuted with great suocess.---The 
weather still continues wonderful fine. On Wedenday evening we 
had a rain which terminated in a snow of about three inches 
deep. We all thought that severe cold would follow, but it has 
again become quite moderate. Roads fine and all verry pleasant. 
It far surpasses what we have ever seen in this country of in any 
other." 
" Friday 14 frebruui) 
"Spent near all the day in the printing orfise printing off 
the first sheet or the Testament in Ioway. We struck of half a 
ream and having taken some pains in putting type and balls in or-
der we made quite a good impression. Had some trial in mind with 
reagrd to some occurrence past which Mr. H and I had in conversa-
tion. But all is for the best and I would try to improve from 
al l that I learn---»ay verry snowy •••••.•.••••.••••••••••••••••• '.' 
"Tusday 18 -- 1845 
"Spent moste of the day in my study preparing my trial ser-
mon except some time I assisted the bands in fi xing some sleepes 
for the new house. About 12 oclock Mr. Craig and Mr . Taber of 
Oregon came to our house had dinner and some talk and again return 
to Oregon that night, •• - - -This day was most fine warm and pleasant. 
egetation is in some places making its appearance." 
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